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Introduction 

 
This project started off about nine years ago. Always being interested in the 
military, my Grandfathers (my next projects) and Great grandfathers’ 
service career always fascinated me, though I always felt though there were 
parts missing to Dixons story. 

In 2006 I found myself working in Belgium, and with a free weekend to 
hand, a trip to the First World War museum at Zonnebeke and Tyne Cot 
Commonwealth war cemetery seemed like a good plan and the perfect 
opportunity to visit Dixons memorial panel…….a plan which eventually led 
to the idea of digging into the past and trying to find out exactly (as far as 
possible) what went on during his brief Army career. 

Whilst stood in the museum at Zonnebeke trying to absorb the intensity of 
where I was actually standing (this being my first visit to the western front 
area), I happened upon a time line that ran from 1914 to 1918 describing all 
major battles during that period in the area.  

Knowing the date of my Great grandfather’s death (9th October 1917) I 
discovered that on that date there was a battle in a small Belgium village 
not far from Zonnebeke called Poelcappelle (this battle was part of the 3rd 
Battle of Ypres). The Battle of Poelcappelle was overshadowed in name by 
a battle in the village neighbouring it, this village was called Passchendaele, 
its name being interrelated with the total horrors of war of that period.  

Due to time constraints (don’t you just hate it when work gets in the way of 
something interesting) I was unable to go and visit Poelcappelle itself, 
though I did manage to see it from Tyne Cot cemetery. Thankfully I was 
able to return two years later (with work again) and briefly visit the village 
and the immaculate Commonwealth graves cemetery there. 
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Sadly due to a bombing raid in London during World War Two over 60% of 
army World War One records were destroyed, sadly Dixons were amongst 
those lost. A small advantage are the three letters that my father has, two of 
which were written in England prior to his orders to move to France, and 
one letter whilst in France itself prior to being sent to the front. 

Another key part of piecing the puzzle together was the obtaining of various 
documents and maps from the National Archives, Kew, London. These 
included the 6th  Battalion Yorkshire Regiment (Alexandra, Princess of 
Wales own) and 32nd Infantry Brigade diaries, these included vital 
information and allowed the tracing of Dixon and his fellow comrades to that 
fateful day in October 1917. 

I will start this record of Dixons life where it all began for me; my father’s 
family history which I have copied from his handwritten documents, the rest 
will be explained as I go through it. 

From small acorns great oak trees grow…………….The forest of which has 
supplied the amount of paper I’ve required. 
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PART ONE 
 

 Madge Elizabeth Wheeler (nee Overfield) 
By John Wheeler 

 
The family line on my mother’s family is shown in a fair amount of detail on 
her father’s side. On her mother’s side however details are less well 
documented.  

Madge Wheelers mother was one Margaret Louise 
Dale who was born on either the 5th or 9th January 
1890. She had one brother Samuel, and a sister 
Alice died as an infant. 

Margaret Louise Dale’s mother was June Beswick, 
no details of her date of birth are available, it is 
known she died in 1913 and is buried at Folkton. 

Margaret Louise Dales father was William Dale who 
was born on either the 5th or 9th January 1861 and 
died in 1938 and is buried at Filey. 

Madge Wheelers father’s side of the family is however quite well 
documented and goes back to one James Dixon from the East Yorkshire 
village of Sneaton. 

James married Ann Smith of Robin Hood’s bay on 16th February 1763. A 
son of the marriage, William married a Mary Tyson on 14th Jan 1784. In turn 
they had a son Thomas (born 26th May 1789) who married Hannah Walker 
(born 27th December 1792). 

Once again a son was born named Tyson (born 29th April 1825 at 
Fylingdales) who married a Mary Taylor (born 18th April 1830 at East 
Ayton). 

The linage now alters to that of a daughter, Elizabeth Ann Dixon (born 27th 
March 1857, died 1925 and buried at Hunmanby). 

Margaret Louise Dale 
nee Overfield (date 

unknown). 
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Elizabeth Ann married Alfred Overfield in 1878 at St Oswald’s church, Filey 
(Alfred Overfield born 13th January 1865, died 5th November 1922). These 
last couple were my mother Madge’s grandparents on her father’s side. 

Their children were as follows;      

    Born     Died 

Mary Elizabeth  10th February 1879  16th March 1974 

Alfred Henry  ? 1881    ? 1961 

Alice    26th January 1882  ? 1925 

Dixon    10th October 1883  9th October 1917 

David    10th April 1885   10 April 1967 

Gertrude   23rd December 1886  ? 1889 

Edith Eleanor  26th May 1889   17th Dec 1976 

Lily    8th November 1891  31st May 1969 

Tyson William  23rd June 1893   4th May 1967 

Fred    ? 1900    ? January 1972 

Dixon Overfield married Margaret Louise Dale at Folkton, East Yorkshire on 
the 4th August 1914. The newly married couple moved into a modern 
terraced house, 5 Carlton Road, Filey. Dixon earned 
his living from running a small holding in Filey. 

Margaret Louise his wife was an accomplished 
pianist and organist; she was church organist at 
Folkton and later at a church in Filey. She gave 
music lessons privately and assisted the family 
income. 

My mother Madge Elizabeth Overfield was born 21st 
June 1915, the only child of the marriage. 5 Carlton Road, Filey (on 

right with aqua coloured 
façade). 

Photo courtesy of Ian 
Elsom 
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Madge Elizabeth 
Overfield (date 

unknown). 

Tragically the First World War was well under way by the time my mother 
was born. Her father Dixon enlisted and became Private Dixon Overfield  

41782 of the 6th Battalion Yorkshire (He was actually 
conscripted into the Royal Field Artillery as Gunner 
Overfield 174599*). 

In the terrible battle now known as Passchendaele 
(Belgium) he unfortunately met his death on the 9th 
October 1917 (the day before his birthday*). His war 
grave (body*) was never found and his name is 
commemorated on the Tyne Cot memorial, 
Passchendaele (the battle later turned out to be the 
Battle of Poelcappelle *). 

Even more traumatic from my mother’s point of view 
must have been the death  of her mother Margret Louise on the 9th October 
1924, the seventh anniversary of her husband’s death , the cause of death 
was an apparent perforated gall bladder. 

At just over 9 years of age Madge Elizabeth had the 
terrible experience of being an orphan. 

Often facts are stranger than fiction; an aunt of my 
mother told her years after the death of her mother 
that the marriage of her father and mother was 
doomed from the day of the wedding. This was 
because the bride and groom had to pass an open 
grave awaiting a funeral…....old superstitions.  

 

 

* Information added by Simon Wheeler  2013 

 

 

 

 

Margaret Louise 
Overfield (date 

unknown). 
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Dixon Overfield (date 
unknown). 

PART TWO 
 

UK Training and pre-deployment 
 
As described in the introduction, Dixons war records were sadly destroyed 
in a fire during the Second World War, so all I had to work off were the 
copies of the two letters prior to his deployment (which are shown in original 
and transcribed form at the end of this section) and information from various 
books which will be credited at the end of this work.  

Prior to his enlistment Dixon was a market gardener with his own account on 
Scarborough Rd, Filey, a trustee of Muston chapel, a local preacher and Sunday 
school superintendent. 

Dixon was initially exempt military service on the 
grounds of ‘family hardship’, but in his case, his 
certificate was only renewed once. This expired in 
September 1916 (conscription did not come into 
force till The Military Service Act January 1916 for all 
fit single men aged between 18-41(for married men it 
came into force May 1916), this was the first of five 
acts passed by parliament before the end of the war 
2).  

Men who were due to be called up for military service 
were able to appeal against their conscription; they 
or their employers could appeal to a local Military 
Service Tribunal in their town or district. These 
appeals could be made on the grounds of work of national importance, 
business or domestic hardship, medical unfitness, and conscientious 
objection (Most men were given some kind of exemption, usually temporary 
(between a few weeks and six months) or conditional on their situation at 
work or home remaining serious enough to warrant their retention at home 
3). 

Dixon Overfield’s town of enlistment in October 1916 is listed as Filey1, but 
as clearly stated in the newspaper cuttings in Part Fifteen  he enlisted with 
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Dixon Overfield circled, Photographer Rev 
Stanwell, 1910 to 1913. 

Photo Courtesy of Ann Willis/Ian Elsom 

a Harold Crimlisk (also listed as Crimlish.1) also of Filey, Harold Crimlisk’s is 
strangely recorded as enlisting in Beverley (Filey)1, the reason for this is 
unknown. All I can be sure of is that his enlistment took place in Yorkshire. 

During his enlistment process he would have been subject to a brief 
medical examination based around his height (above 5 feet 3 inches), a 
chest measurement (greater than 34 inches maximum expansion), a check 

of the condition of his teeth and 
finally his eyesight, if all of these 
were passed he would be 
categorised A1 (a category still 
used within the UK military today 
to categorise its service 
personnel’s medical standards). 

Upon Dixon and Harold finding 
themselves fit for service they 
would have attested, swearing an 
oath of allegiance to the crown, 
signing all relevant forms and then 

finally receiving the ‘king’s shilling’, the symbolic issue of the first days pay 
into the army.2 At this point in time Dixon becomes Driver D. Overfield 
174599 Royal Field Artillery (R.F.A) and Harold Crimlisk becomes Driver 
Crimlisk 174516 R.F.A, a total of only 83 service numbers between them, 
confirming the likelihood of their joint mobilization/conscription. 

The next stop on his journey would have been a training camp somewhere 
in England, we know from his first letter home after enlistment that this was 
at South Shore, Blackpool. There are no records of a R.F.A training unit 
there, though the 8th Battery R.F.A (which is listed as part of Dixons 
address) was stationed at Fulwood Barracks, Preston, a distance of only 17 
miles. Due to a shortage of space at surrounding units, over 14,000 troops 
were billeted in Blackpool during the First World War, so we can identify 
from his letter that this was his first stop. 

During his time here (from the date on his next letter at his following base, 
we know that he only spent six to seven weeks in the Blackpool area), he 
and his fellow recruits would have been subject to the rigours of army 
training.  
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Private Dixon Overfield 
1916/17 

 

This training would of involved drill (as mentioned 
in the letter to his sister Edith), rifle training 
including live firing (no man could be sent to the 
front until he had passed the British army 
marksmanship test,  this was a standard test that 
required the man to hit a target at 100 metres 
with 15 rounds, if he failed he was sent back and 
not allowed to go to war, but the instructors (old 
soldiers) often 'miscounted' and let men get 
though even if they had failed), bayonet fighting, 
trench digging (which was a good way of keeping 
the men occupied and fit……especially as they 

had to be filled in afterwards) and trench attack 
practice, this was usually red tape laid out on the 
ground to represent trenches, but in Watson Road Park, Blackpool there 
were mock trenches for the recruits to attack.. 

Due to Army restructuring of artillery units in the autumn of 1916 and to fill 
the gaps left by the carnage of the Battle of the Somme (1st July - 18th 
November 1916 with a final figure of 420,000 casualties, 125,000 men 
killed. 4) large amounts of recruits including Dixon and Harold Crimlisk were 
transferred from the R.F.A to the infantry (in total 28 men out of a total 234 
former R.F.A men transferred from the R.F.A to the 6th Battalion, Yorkshire 
Regiment between 1st January and 31st October were killed, this equates to 
11.97%) in preparation for the 3rd Battle of Ypres. 

Dixons exact date of transfer from the R.F.A to the Yorkshire Regiment is 
not known, but he had changed locations to Rugeley Camp, Staffordshire 
by 23rd December 1916 (the address of his second letter written to his 
parents confirms this). In this letter he also mentions that he had received 
notice from his captain that they are on orders for overseas which indicates 
that he had completed his infantry training (this notice was delivered to his 
home in Filey whilst on leave, this leave being common to men pre 
deployment to the front).  

At Rugeley camp he would have been subject to much of the same training 
as in Blackpool, including pre dug trenches for trench attack practice, but 
the one thing that was unusual to Rugeley camp was a scaled terrain model 
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of a section of the Western Front. The model is thought to of represented 
the village and environs of Messines in Belgium (an area which Dixon and 
the Battalion found themselves occupying in mid June 1917). The village 
occupying a ridge in the generally flat Belgium landscape formed a 
strategically important point in the German defensive line. The Messines 
Ridge therefore had to be captured to enable a wider campaign in the 
Ypres region and as such it was the scene of fierce fighting in 1917. 

His next movement would have been to a south coast port (either Dover or 
Folkestone) for shipment overseas to the Regiment and the front.  
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Nov 10th -16 

 

Driver.D.Overfield   
174599-8th Batt R.F.A  

S.S Blackpool 
 

Dear sister Edith  
     

In reply to your letter which I received the other day, 
pleased to say I am alright+ hope you are the same. We 
have got on to Blackpool at last, as some people call it the 
playground of England. We do our drill on the seafront, 
our first parade is at twenty minutes to nine in the 
morning, our billet is about five minutes’ walk from the 
drill ground, the talk is of putting thirty thousand soldiers 
in Blackpool this winter, there is quite a number now, 
glad to say we have got a very good billet, I should think 
Blackpool is a beautiful place in the summer time, there 
are lots of amusements open now + lots more to open in 
the summer. Last night I was at a concert in the YMCA, 
there was singing and light refreshments, all free. It has 
been pay day this fine afternoon, we stood for our pay 
from 2 o’clock until 4-30pm, our afternoon was work. And 
now Edith I think I have told you all for this time, so will 
close, remember me to all, from your (unreadable) 
brother Dick.  
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Dec  23  1916 
       Rugeley Camp 
 

Dear father + mother + all 
Just a line to say that I got back alright. we got back to 
camp just after eleven o clock. we are having very rough 
weather here today , it has been snowing all the day, I 
expect Maggie would tell you, a note came to me at Filey 
from our captain saying we were on orders for overseas. 
We are waiting orders now. We can do to wait a little, I 
don t think one need hurry to go overseas, the weather is 
to cold. I received a postcard from Fred, he seems to say 
all the men are tired of war, I expect it will come to an 
end. I have sent a xmas card to baby + Maggie, the only 
card I could get, Glad to say I am well hope you are all the 
same to, will close wishing you all a merry xmas. 

 
    From your loving son always  

 Dick 
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PART THREE 
 

January 1917 
France and further training 

 
Due to the loss of Dixons army records we do not have an exact date for his 
arrival in France, but from the 6th Battalion diaries we can work out 
approximately when he arrived on strength. 

The following excerpts are from the Battalion diaries (which are included in 
this part and later ones, month by month, in copies from the original 5 and 
transcribed form) which give a good starting point; 

3 Jan 1917 150 untrained Reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base 
Depot. 

4 Jan 1917 33 Reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base Depot. 

5 Jan 1917 42 reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base Depot. 

6 Jan 1917 150 untrained reinforcements proceeded to Brigade training 
Depot. ARQUEVES with 10 NCOs as Instructors. 

20 Jan 1917 143 NCOs & men reinforcements from 37th Inf Base Depot. 

23 Jan 1917 Untrained men re-joined Battn from training Depot, also CAPN 
F.E. BRISCOE and instructors. 

As can be seen from above there were a total of 368 reinforcements that 
arrived in Forceville, France between 3rd – 23rd January 1917 (a British 
army Battalion at full strength during World War One consisted of 1,007 
men, of whom 30 were officers, so if we deduct these and turn this into a 
percentage, the reinforcements received in January 1917 made up a 
minimum of 37.6% or over a third of the Battalion strength).  

There were no further reinforcements till 17th February, but this was only a 
small group of 3 officers and 22 other ranks (who are not even classed as 
reinforcements in the Battalion diaries).  Prior to this the only 
reinforcements had been in November when Dixon was still in the England 
(I now know that Dixon was part of the Battalions D company by March 
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1917 due to the address on his final letter envelope on page 36/37 
reinforcing his arrival in January/February). 

The interesting part of the reinforcements listed above is the use of the 
word ‘untrained’, which is only used against the 150 men that arrived from 
the 37th Infantry Base Depot (IBD) on the 3rd Jan 1917. The IBD was a 
holding camp situated within easy distance of one of the Channel ports, it 
received men on arrival from England and kept them in training while they 
awaiting posting to a unit at the front. 

The 37th IBD was at Etaples, France (see map below). Etaples IBD was the 
most infamous of the many base depots; due to its vast size and harsh 
training regime, it soon earned the nick name ‘The Bull Ring’ (there was a 
mutiny by allied troops here in September 1917 due to the harshness of 
conditions there). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A map of Etaples  showing the area (red rectangle) used by the 
37th Infantry Base Depot (IBD). This would have been Dixons 

first base in France. 
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6th Battalion, Yorkshire 
Regiment, Alexandra 

princess of Wales own 
cap badge. 

 
By the use of the word ‘untrained’ we know that these were men who had 
never been to the front before or had had extended periods away.6 There is 
no mention of the other 218 January or 22 
February reinforcements going to the Brigade 
Training Depot at Arqueves at any point in further 
diary entries (as can be seen from the lists of 
casualties at the rear of this work, men were 
drawn from various units of the British army, these 
would have been men who were returned to the 
front after illness/wounds and could not be placed 
back into their original units).  

This with the additional point of sending Battalion 
instructors indicates that those 150 men were new 
to the Battalion and the war and possibly included 
Dixon and Harold. 

Very little is written about the Brigade Training Depot at Arqueves, but as 
can be seen from the previous page Dixons possible stay there was only for 
seventeen days (including transit time). 

During his time at Arqueves, Dixon would have been subject to pretty much 
the same training he received in Blackpool, Rugeley Camp, Staff’s and the 
37th IBD, Etaples, this time with the added bonus of being trained by men 
from the Battalion who had recently been to the front and experienced the 
full horrors of trench warfare.   

During this period of training for Dixon and the other 149 replacements at 
Etaples, the Battalion was sent from Forceville to the front at Bertrancourt 
(a distance of only 2.5 miles); here they relieved the 5th Dorset’s. The 
Battalion diary makes no mention of any fatalities, but does make a 
reference to the fact that some officers and enlisted men were wounded by 
friendly artillery fire. 

On the 19/20th January the Battalion was relieved in the line by Nelson 
Battalion, Royal Navy and on the 23rd the 150 untrained men (now trained) 
and their accompanying instructors re-joined the Battalion at Agenville 
(approximately 25 miles from the front). 
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This was to be their home for the remainder of January (and part of 
February); here they continued with more training, including live firing on 
the range, bombing (the use of grenades), bayonet fighting, route marching 
and attack practice.
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence   
Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II.      
and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

 
Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

FORCEVILLE 
1917 
Jan 1  

 
Battalion relieved in Brigade reserve by 5th Dorset Regt and proceeded by motor buses from  

 

   Lancashire Dump to billets at FORCEVILLE. 
 

 2  Battn cleaning up.  

 3  150 untrained Reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base Depot.  

 4  2nd LT H. C HILL (Signalling Officer) admitted to Hospital.  

   33 Reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base Depot.  

 5  CAPT F. L BRISCOE Proceeded as Commandant to Brigade training Depot.  

   42 reinforcements arrived from 37th Infantry Base Depot.  

   LT  COL    C. R WHITE admitted to Hospital.  Major A. C. CAMPBELL assumes command.  

 6  150 untrained reinforcements proceeded to Brigade training Depot. ARQUEVES   with  

   10 NCOs as Instructors.  

 7  Nothing to report  

 8  LIEUT E G BUTCHER admitted Hospital   

   2nd LTS ATKIN and ELLIOT proceeded on 4 days course instruction to H. A.  

 9  Inter Coy football Match  

 10  Nothing to report  

       
 
 T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence   

Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II.      
and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

 

Jan 
 1917 

  

 

     

 11th  Move into Trenches. Busses to LANCASHIRE DUMP. Relieve 5th DORSETS in front line trench system.  

     relief commenced 4.30 pm.   there were no new outposts to take over  

BERTRANCOURT 
trench front  system 12  Heavy enemy shelling all day.   Sent  to reconnoitre escarpment at foot of ARTILLERY ALLEY  

“ 13  Slight decrease in enemy shelling. ARTILLERY LANE and above escarpments to reconnoitre.  

“ 14 5 am 5 York relieve battn which move into reserve dugouts in Q.12.             Area secured  for attack  

Reserve dugouts 15  Preparations for and rehearsal of forthcoming attack.   

“ 16  Another rehearsal for attack.   After hot meal at midnight, battn moves into SULVA TRENCH  

SULVA TRENCH 17 5.30am Battn formed up in waves in front of SULVA TRENCH with 5 Yrk on right.  

  6.35am Barrage opens. Many officers & men wounded by our own barrage.                                          6.55am positions  

   marked and consolidation commenced on line of posts from ARTILLERY LANE.  

   through “THE NEST”  to the trench escarpment between the FOUR GUNPITS and PUISIEUX ROAD.  

     No German counter attack materialised.   

“ 18 10.45pm NELSON Battn    R.N Div commence relieving the battn.  

“ 19 1.30am Relief complete. Hot rations at LANCASHIRE DUMP. Busses taken battn to RUBEMPRE.             2.30pm  

    battn marches to CANDAS   
 
 T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence   
Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II.      
and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

 
Jan 
20 9.30am 

 
Battn marched via LIENVILLERS, BERNAVILLE.   PROUVILLE to billets at AGENVILLE 

 

   143 NCOs & men reinforcements from 37th Inf Base Depot. 
 

 21  Men “cleaning up”     Battn Pioneers in cooperation with R.ES  working on improvement of  

          billets, erection of improvised beds therein  etc.  

 22  New draft inspected by medical officer.  

 23  Untrained men rejoined Battn from training Depot, also CAPN F.E. BRISCOE and instructors.  

   2nd LT C S M WELDON rejoined from 32nd Trench Mortar Battery.  

 24  Congratulating message from Div Commander on recent operation.  

 25  Cleaning up of arms & accoutrements.                             Companies reorganising  2nd LT G F DELL rejoined   

 
26 
25  

Nothing to report   from Hospital 

Platoon Route marches and musketry parade. 
 

 26 27  1 officer and 3 NCO per company under Bayonet fighting instruction.         Platoon Drill  

 28  MAJOR W R PEEL rejoined as second in command from XI Div School.  

 29  Two companies firing on the range.          Two companies       Route march and attack Practice  

 30  Companies attack practice & Route march      Two companies on the Range & Bayonet fighting practice  

 31  Two Companies extended order drill,  Musketry & Bombing                     Two companies on the range  

     

        
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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PART FOUR 
 

February 1917 
France  

 
February 1917 was spent mainly at Agenville, France, where Dixon and the 
rest of the Battalion continued their preparation for the front with more 
infantry orientated training.  

This now included map lectures and the use of gas helmet drills. Although it 
is generally believed that the German army was the first to use gas it was in 
fact initially deployed by the French in the first month of the war (August 
1914), they fired tear-gas grenades (xylyl bromide) against the Germans.  
Nevertheless the German army was the first to give serious study to the 
development of chemical weapons and the first to use it on a large scale in 
1915. 

During this period (17th February) the 
Battalion received additional 
personnel from the 37th Infantry base 
depot in the form of 3 officers and 22 
other ranks. There is no mention of 
these men being reinforcements or 
untrained, suggesting that these 
men were possibly from within the 
Yorkshire Regiment.  

The 3 officers who arrived that day were 2nd Lt H Firth (gazetted into the 
Yorkshire Regt 1915), 2nd Lt C H Cross and 2nd Lt A C Mills, sadly 2nd Lt H 
Firth was also killed on the 9th October 1917 alongside Dixon, with both 2nd 
Lts Cross and Mills surviving the war. 

As can be seen from the February diary it was not just infantry training 
(which had now moved onto cooperation training with stokes mortars and 
machine guns) and route marching that was carried out, there is also the 
mention of cleaning roads, billets and a football match. 

British army 4” Stokes mortar.6 
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Basilica of Notre-Dame de 
Brebières, Albert, France. 7 

On the 23rd February the Battalion received orders that they were to be held 
in readiness, with twenty four hours notice to move. This move was carried 
out to Terramesnil, France on the 24th, followed by a move to billets in 
Albert, France on the 25th February to be attached to II corps for working 

party duties (Albert did not escape the 
destruction of the First World War, being 
only three miles from the Somme front 
(1916), it was heavily shelled throughout 
the war and certainly would not of been 
the safest of areas in 1917). 

By 26th February the Battalion had 
returned to Bertrancourt where they had 
been the previous month on the front line. 

Here they were utilised as working parties in the 7th divisions’ area 
unloading ammunition and constructing/digging pipe lines (they continued 
this work till mid-March). 
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AGENVILLE 1917 
FEB1 

 
am pm 

9-1 
 
Company training, bayonet fighting, Bombing, Musketry, Range Practice. 

 

 2 9-1 Route march, Range Practice, Bayonet fighting. 
 

  6.30pm M.O lecture.  

 3 
am pm 

9-1 Route march, Extended line drill         2nd LT  J AFFORD joined.  

 4  Nothing to report.  

 5  LT  COL G WEDGWOOD joined and resumed command              2nd LT  F ELLIOT rejoined from hospital.  

  
am pm 

9-1 Route march, Bayonet fighting, Range practice, M.O’s Lectures.  

 6 “ Company Drill, Bayonet fighting, Range practice, M.O’s Lectures.  

 7 “ Company Parade, Bayonet fighting, Trench digging, Range practice,                      
 

 8 “ Company Parade, Intensive digging, Musketry, Bayonet fighting, Range Practice.  

 9  Div commanders’ presentation of medal ribbons near BEAUMETZ     CRAMONT.  

 10 10.30 Brigade route march AGENVILLE  MAIZICOURT  PROUVILLE  AGNVILLE  

 11 1.30 Inter Company football matches.  

 12  Two companies wood fighting, two companies attack scheme in conjunction   

   with Trench Mortar battery.  

 13  Two Companies Range Practice & open attack       Two Companies    Gas Helmet Drills + Digging whilst  

 
                                                                                                                               wearing both Gas masks 

 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 

 

 

 

Company night 
Operations. 
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AGENVILLE 
1917 
Feb 13  

 
2nd LT  G W HOWARTH  joined from 13th Yorkshire Regt. 

 

 14  2 Companies – Route march with advance Guard action 2 Companies on the range Bayonet fighting etc. 
 

 15  Route march with advance Guard action. Bombing, Bayonet fighting etc.  

 16  Battn Route March AGENVILLE  PROUVILLE  BEAUMETZ  LONGVILLERS  DOMLEGER  

   followed by Battn in open attack in cooperation with Stokes mortars & Machine guns.  

 17  Company Drill Elementary Outposts & attack musketry.   

   2nd LT H FIRTH   2nd LT  C H CROSS,  2nd LT   A C MILLS and 22 other ranks joined from 37th Inf Base Depot.  

 18  Football Match.  

 19  Company Parade             Cleaning of roads + billeting area  

 20  Battn moved via PROUVILLE.  BERNAVILLE.   FIENVILLERS.  MONRELET to billets at FIEFFES  

FIEFFES 21  Company attack practice.  

 22  Company parades orders received that Div was in GHQ reserve.                                                 Battn to be held in readiness 

 23  
                       2ND  LT S P H JENNINGS, A G RELTON joined from 37th Infantry Base Depot                              To move at 24 hours  
Marched off 9.30am via MONTRELET. BONNEVILLE. BEAUVAL to billets at TERRAMESNIL 

notice 

TERRAMESNIL 24  Platoon and Company in attack practice.                    Orders received that Battn was to proceed following today  

 25  
                                                                                                                                                                 + to be attached to II Corps for working party         
Moved off 8.45am  via    RAINCHEVAL,     ARQUEVES,      LEALVILLERS,     ACHEUX,      FORCEVILLE (halted 
 
 
 
    
   

 

   N of  HEDAUVILLE for 11/2 hours for dinner) HEDAUVILLE, BOUZINCOURT to billets at ALBERT. 
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 Feb 26  

Moved off at 10.30am     via   BOUZINCOURT.  HEDAUVILLE ( Halted outside HEDAUVILLE for an 
      hour for dinner)     FORCEVILLE to Hutments at BERTRANCOURT – 7TH Div area 
 

 

 27  2nd LT  P H JENNINGS admitted Hospital – sick.  

     Supplied following working parties  

                     1 off  50 oR   Constructing pipe line ACHEUX-BERTRANCOURT Road  

                      2 “    100 “   Digging pipe line near BEAUSSART  

                      2 “    100 “   Unloading ammunition (RA)  

   
                   1 “       50”                  “           ACHEUX  

 28  Working Parties found as above  
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Captain A.C. T. White V.C. 2ND Lt W. F. Jelley M.C (died of 
wounds 2nd November 1917). 

 

PART FIVE 
 

March 1917 
France  

 

The Battalion remained in the Bertrancourt area of France from the 1st 
March till the 18th March, during this time they continued there with their 
working parties in the 7th Divisional area. 

Although there were no other rank (O.R’s) replacements during this month, 
there were several officer movements which included the arrival of 2nd Lts A. 
Batt, A. Goring, W. Jelley and O. Reed and the move to the 32nd Infantry 
Brigade H.Q by Captain A. C. T. White V.C. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

On the 18th March, Dixon and the Battalion were on the move again, this 
time to Mailly wood camp (this is now the area of a large Commonwealth 
Graves Commission cemetery where the dead from the battle of Beaumont-
Hamel are buried. This battle was part of the Somme offensive in 1916 and 
would have still been heavily scarred in 1917 by that combat). 
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Their stay here was yet again short, with the Battalion moving out to 
Vauchelles-les-Authie (this area was also part of the Somme offensive in 
1916) on the 24th March. Whilst here they carried on with even more 
infantry training, including an exercise which involved the defence of the 
village Vauchelles itself, they also attended a church parade which must 
have been satisfying for Dixon due to his religious beliefs. 

On the 30th March 1917, Dixon wrote a letter to his parents (this is the final 
letter we have in our possession, a copy of the original and a transcribed 
duplicate can be seen overleaf). In it he talks briefly about “not been in the 
trenches yet, but have where the enemy has been + seen what they have 
left, the sight I won't try to describe, but hope the struggle may soon be 
over”. This small paragraph could have been written about his time in either 
Mailly or Vauchelles-les-Authie due to their proximity to the Somme 
offensive front line in 1916. 
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Rear of page 1 (left) and envelope (above) 
containing letter showing that Dixon was already 
part of the Battalions D company by March and 

therefore not one of the later drafts. 
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1)  Mar-30-17- Pte D. Overfield   
 
Dear Father + Mother 
 Just a line to let you know that I am 
alright + quite well, I hope you are all 
the same. I expect you will be very busy 
what with lambing time + corn sowing. 
The weather out here is very wet + 
cold. I have seen no one sowing corn 
yet today. I am thinking some of you 
will be at the farm sale at staxton, I 
have just received a postcard from 
Fred which says he is quite well+ hopes 
the war may soon be over. I’ve been 
wondering how pa will come on with 
the garden, of course he begged hard 
of me not to give it up + by what 
Maggie says 

 
I think he seems to be a bit fed up.  
I know there’s a lot of work in a 
garden that size, there are a lot 
of things we don’ t like but we 
have to make the best of things. I 
have not been in the trenches yet, 
but have where the enemy has 
been + seen what they have left, 
the sight I won't try to describe, 
but hope the struggle may soon 
be over , I fail to understand the 
way they farm in France , I ve 
seen one small flock of sheep 
only, since I came out, its tea time 
now so will close with best love to 
all. 
 From your son always Dick 
 

Received the parcel alright 
           thank you very much   
        Dick 

 
 

 F ather of M adge E lizabeth Overfield    
  

 Pte D Overfield 41782 
   6th Yorks Regt. D Comy 
     14th Platoon. B.E.7. 
      France 
 

Rear of page 1(left) and envelope containing letter 
(above). 
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BERTRANCOURT 

1917 
Mar 
    1-4    

 
Continued to find working parties(as detailed Feby 27th) 

 

 4  CAPN A C T WHITE V.C attached to 32nd Inf Brigade headquarters for instruction in staff duties. 
  

 

 5  2nd LIEUT ALBERT BATT (11th YORKSHIRE REGT) joined.  

 5-12  Found daily working parties  

 12  2nd LT ALAN LEWIS GORING (3rd YORKSHIRE REGT) joined.  

 13-17  Found daily working parties as detailed.  

 18  Battn moved off at 2pm via BEAUSSART to MAILLY WOOD camp  

MAILLY 19-20  Nothing to be report.  

 21  2nd LT   W F JELLEY (3rd YORKSHIRE REGT) joined.  

 22  LT  COL  C  R WHITE rejoined  

 23  LT COL C R WHITE assumed command via LT  COL  G.H. WEDGWOOD.  

 24  Battn moved off at 9am via BEAUSSART, BERTRANCOURT, ACHEUX, LOUVINCOURT to billets.  

VAUCHELLES        at VAUCHELLES-les-AUTHIE.       2nd LT      O.M REED (3rd YORKSHIRE REGT) joined.  

 25  Kit inspection, Church Parade.  

 26  Platoon & Company training.     Bayonet fighting, Bombing.  

 27  Company Drill.  Close & extended order   Bombing   Bayonet fighting,   Arm Drill.  

   Company in the attack.  
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VAUCHELLES 
1917 
Mar28 

am  pm 
9 - 1 

 
Company Route marches    with     combined with Artillery formations, Rapid Deployment and  

 

               Company Attack                          Bayonet fighting, Bombing, Musketry. etc Gas Helmet Drill  

 29  Company Drill, Bayonet fighting, Bombing. artillery formation.  

 30 am  pm 
9  -  1 Battalion Route March ARQUEVES,   RAINCHEVAL, MARIEUX,  VAUCHELLES.  

            Artillery formations between MARIEUX and VAUCHELLES.   

 31 am  pm 
9  -  1 Company Outpost Schemes.      Bayonet fighting, Bombing, Musketry.  

  2.30pm Practical exercise for Officers and Platoon Commanders  Defence of village- VAUCHELLES   
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PART  SIX 
 

April 1917 
France  

 
The start of April began with a church parade, and as always more training 
including marksmanship skills and training with Lewis guns. Alongside this 
training, the officers and senior NCO’s carried out additional training and 
planning exercises, obviously in preparation for the Battalions move 
forward to the main frontal area later in the month. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Battalion moved again on the 11th April from Vauchelles back to the 
Mailly area (this march was via various French villages including 
Louvencourt and Bertranex and took nine hours). 

Once settled in Mailly there was yet more infantry training, including trench 
attack practices during both day and night and the backbone of army 
life…kit and rifle inspections. 

From the 16th to the 18th of April, three companies of the Battalion were 
utilised in salvage work (this was basically battlefield clearance, sweeping 
over the ground recently captured from the enemy collecting any reusable 
munitions, weapons and equipment for reuse). A party was also sent to 

British soldiers with a Lewis gun. 18 
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RTO Collincamps (spelt Colincamps in most modern day references), this 
was an area just behind the front line where the injured and dead would 
have been recovered to by train for treatment or burial. 
By the 19th April the Battalion was on the move again, this time to an area 
west of Ayeluy, France (Ayeluy being two miles north of Albert), this move 
was to last less than twenty four hours with them moving again at 0530 the 
following day to Sucerie, Nth of Le Transloy (this area had been heavily 
fought over between the 1st-18th October 1916). 

For the next three days (21st – 24th April) the Battalion provided working 
parties for the second line of defence, these trenches were a fall-back 
position in case the front line trenches were over run or being heavily 
bombarded, they were usually situated between 64-91 metres behind the 
front trenches. Behind the second line, there was also a third line of 
defensive trenches where troops could amass for a counter attack. 

During the evening of the 24th at 5pm Dixon and the Battalion were on the 
move again, this time they were to be the Brigade reserve at Grand Ravine 
(also now the site of a Commonwealth Graves Commission cemetery). As 
can be seen from the diary entries for this date they arrived only to be 
attacked by twenty light shrapnel bursts, thankfully there were no 
casualties. This period was to be known as the Battle of Arras (9th April-
16th May 1917). 

The next two days involved supplying men for working parties for digging 
strong points, wiring (barbed wire) and more salvage work, this would have 
been carried out well within range of the enemy, thankfully yet again there 
were no casualties, though their work may have been disturbed by the 
close proximity of an Australian field artillery battery which fired fifty 5.9” 
shells five hundred yards from the Battalion bivouac area. 

On the 29/30th the Battalion actually moved to the front line three thousand 
yards east of Hermies to relieve the 8th West Riding Regiment, thankfully 
there were no casualties during this relief (the Germans would regularly 
target the communications trenches which connected the third, second and 
front line trenches due to them being less protected than the main 
trenches). 
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The diary makes one final entry for the month on the 30th which records 
artillery activity in the area by both sides and the shooting by a Battalion 
outpost of a German patrol, this patrol consisting of 1 officer and 3 men. 
The final fate of these 4 men is not recorded. 
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VAUCHELLES 

1917 
april 
    1 
   2  

Church Parades 
Company training 

 

 3 am  pm 
9  -  1 Company training including Bombing, Lewis Gun, Bayonet Fighting, Judging Distance  

  2-30pm 
Fire control, Gas Drill etc 
Practical Exercise for officers-Wood fighting 

 

   
             Demonstration of intensive digging.  

  6pm Conference for Officers and Platoon Commanders.  

 4  
Raining    Kit Inspections   etc   in Billets 
                Lectured. 

 

 5 am  pm 
9  -  1 Company training including final phases of attack, individual assault practice  

   
      Bombing, Rifle bombing, Lewis gun, fire control, Gas Drill etc  E of  ARQUEVES – VAUCHELLES Road.    
  

 

 
6 
7 

am 
9-12pm 

 Company Route marches 12 noon-1pm final phases of the attack (as a Battalion). VAUCHELLES-ARQUEVES Rd              
  Company training, 2.30pm  Brigade football match  6th Yorkshire Regt  v 32nd Machine Gun [UNREADABLE] Y.R 2 MG   

 

 8  Church Parade  

 9 am  pm 
9  -  1 Two  Companies attack schemes,  One company outpost Schemes  One company Practice  

 10 am  pm 
9  -  1 

                                                        on individual assault course. 
Company Outpost Schemes       Line of Patrols etc 

 

  2.30-4pm C.S.M [UNREADABLE] (attached) instructing junior NCOs in Bayonet fighting + Physical training. 
 

 11 am  pm 
9  -  4 Company outpost schemes  11.30am Battn  recalled  to billet to be held  in readiness for ALUX                                 

 

   
Move orders received  5pm Marched off for VAUCHELLES to LOUVENCOURT  [UNREADABLE] BERTRANCOURT 
BEAUSSART to hutments north of  MAILLY MAILLET arrived 8.30pm 

 

 12  Rifle + Feet Inspections co.  
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MAILLY MAILLET 
13th  
9-1PM  

 
Trench to trench attack practice near AUCHONVILLERS 

 

 14  
       “   and night operation.  

 15  Nothing to report  

8.30am-5pm 16-18  Supplied 3 Companies on salvage work near SERRE, also party for RTO COLLINCAMPS.  

 19  Parade 10.20am moved via MAILLY MAILLET, AUCHON VILLERS, BEAUMONT HAMEL  

          HAMEL to hutments W of  AYELUY (BRUCE HUTS)  arrived 2.30pm.  

LE TRANSLOY 20  Marched off 5 am via AVELUY, OVILLERS, POZIERES, LE SARS Infantry back to  

           BAPAUME,  BEAULENCOURT and billets in SUCERIE N of  LE TRANSLOY.  

 21  Supplied working parties on second line defence.  

 22  Nothing to report.  

 23  Supplied working parties on second line defence.  

 24 5 pm Moved off by companies via VELU to support line(Brigade Reserve) in GRAND RAVINE  3000yds E of VELU 
 

  8.30pm arrived at Bivouacs        9.30-10.30pm.  20 light shrapnel burst near battn bivouac area- No casualties   

 
25 
26 2-4 pm 

Nothing to report                                                                          from N E direction                                                            )Supplied working parties 
australian Battery F.A shells with about   50            5.9s                                      500yds      W of batt  bivouac area                            )digging strong points + 
 

 

 27-28  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 )wiring. also salvage parties 
Nothing to report 

 

 29 
pm  am 
10 - 3 Relieved 8th West Riding Regt in the line    -   no casualties.       Frontage(of outposts) 3000 yds   E of HERMIES 

 

 30   Normal day   Artillery activity on both sides   8-10pm                                                                 German patrol (1 Offr + 3 men) shot     
                                                                                                                                                                                     by an outpost on  R. of batt front. 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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PART SEVEN 
 

May 1917 
France  

 
The month of May began the same as April had ended, in the front line 
outside of Hermies, France with yet more consolidation of positions, 
including those beside the Canal du Nord. This consolidation involved 
improving outposts with wiring parties which appear to of been harassed by 
an enemy machine gun, though thankfully the artillery fire was below 
normal. 

Just before midnight on the 3rd May ‘A’ Companies wiring party protection 
(which was providing cover for the men out barb wiring) was attacked by an 
enemy bombing (grenade) team. This threat was seen off with the Battalion 
suffering two casualties (there is only one death listed for this date, Private 
A. Hannan 30811 who died of wounds 03/05/17, buried at Hermies British 
cemetery). Work continued but was interrupted by further bombing and rifle 
grenades. 

Again on the 4th at 1120pm the enemy launched an attack against the 
Battalions working parties, this patrol of twenty rifles (as it is described in 
the diary) were driven off without inflicting any casualties. 

A group of German soldiers with a ‘Granatenwerfer’ with a wing bomb fitted 
(soldier in the middle can be seen holding a wing bomb).10 
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Officers examining the model of the 
Messines Ridge, with all its trenches, 
forts, roads, and woods on the slopes 

of the Scherpenberg Hill. 

‘A’ Company continued to endure the attentions of the enemy the following 
night when their new advance outpost was heavily fired upon by three 
Granatenwerfer, firing as many as nine 
wing bombs following each other in rapid 
succession on each instance. 

On the 6th May the Battalion was relieved 
after eight days at the front by the 9th 
Sherwood Foresters; they then 
proceeded into the divisional reserve 
area. 

Between the 7th-13th May the Battalion 
was held in reserve, though this was no 
rest period for them, working parties were 
provided for unloading ammunition at 
Bapaume (this was another village that 
had been heavily fought over during 
the Somme offensive the previous 
year), assisting Haplincourt and Velu’s town mayors and also the guarding 
of an aircraft. 

A relief was carried out by the Worcester Regiment on the 16th, to allow the 
Battalion to move via Bapaume to Le Sars, though this was yet again to be 
for a short period of time as they moved again the following day to Ovillers 
huts, east of Aveluy.  

All was now settled and quiet for the next two days (a blessed relief after 
being in the area of the front for the previous two weeks), but on the 18th it 
was time to move again from 5th Army to the 2nd Army area, this involved a 
train journey via Abbeville, Calais, St Omer to Bailleul, with a final march to 
the north of Meteren. This journey took the total of over 15 ½ hours to 
accomplish (a total of 172 miles approximately).  

The rest of May was spent with more infantry training, route marches and 
working parties, whilst the Battalion officers visited model trenches at 
Scherpenberg and the commanding officer Lt Colonel White witnessed a 
demonstration of tanks in action near Wailly. 
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May 
1917   

 
 

 

HERMIES 1st  Holding line     A.coy work on consolidation of their new advanced post,  new prisoner cage on canal bank    

“ 2nd  Enemy artillery below normal. M.G on HAVRINCOURT-HERMIES road worries A coy while wiring new advanced post.   

“ 3rd 11.50pm Enemy bombing party attacks party which A coy had put out to cover their wiring party,  two casualties.  

“   but enemy driven off. The work was then resumed with interruptions from enemy bombs & rifle grenades.  

“ 4th 11.20pm An enemy patrol (20 rifles) came at under cover of Canal bank & opened fire on above working party,  they  

   were driven off before they inflicted any casualties.   

“ 5th  During night   A Coys new advanced post (N.3) was heavily fired on by three”Granatenwerfer”  

   as many as nine wing  bombs following each other in rapid succession on each  

   occasion.  
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1917 
May 6 

10-30      
to  

12pm 

 
Battn Relieved by 9th SHERWOOD FORESTERS  Proceeded into Div Reserve 

 

 7  Three Platoons provided as aeroplane guard on Artillery Batteries Fwd area.  

     One company (under CAPT  F.E BRISCOE) to BANCOURT.                        Remainder of Battn  encamped   

 8-13  Provided working parties for town Mayor  HAPLINCOURT and   VELU, also for                                                        VELU WOOD                

             Unloading ammunition BAPAUME  

 14 4.30pm Relieved by      WORCESTER REGT  and proceeded by BAPAUME to camp SW  LE SARS  

 15 2.30pm via POZIERES and OVILLERS to “OVILLERS HUTS” E of  AVELUY.  

 16-17  Nothing to report  

 18  Moved from 5th to 2nd army area.  

  7am Entrained     via ABBEVILLE, CALAIS, ST  OMER to BAILLEUL.  

  10.30am Marched to camp N of METEREN           IX th  Corps Reserve     2nd army.  

 19  Congratulating message for work during past 9 months received from # 5th army Commander.   

 20-24  Nothing to report.  officers visited model trenches at SCHERPENBERG  

 25  Moved to camp N of  BAILLEUL (S.8.a  8.3)  

 26  2 Companies – Route Marches      2 Companies  Bayonet fighting, Physical training, foot drill.   

 27  LT  COL  WHITE witnessed demonstration of “tanks in action” near WAILLY  

 28-31  4 officers + 208 OR attached to NO  4 section, siege Park ST  JANS CAPELLE as loading party.    
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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PART EIGHT 
 

June 1917 
France & Belgium 

After a relatively quiet end to the month of May and start of June (training 
and supplying working parties), Dixon and the Battalion were yet again 
heading towards the front line, this time leaving France (Bailleul) and 
heading towards Belgium (Kemmel). 

By the 6th June they had completed their move to the Corps reserve 
position south west of Kemmel, here they left behind 7 officers and 113 
men (other ranks or O.R’s) as reinforcements/reorganisation personnel for 
when the remainder of the Battalion moved forward on the 9th for operations 
in the Wytschaete-Messines area (this was known as the Battle of 
Messines, 7th-14th June 1917, which commenced with the detonation of 
nineteen underground mines). 

The move from Kemmel hill was commenced at 7 am on the 9th June, to an 
area south east of Lindenhoek where the day was spent resting before 
moving forward to the Black Line, Rommens Farm (Fm), Pick house (Pick 
wood) and Steenyzer cab (see map below). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lumm Fm  O.26.c.5.8 area 
of shelling by 
4.2” artillery 
15th June 1917 

Rommens Fm 

 

N. 34.a. 
Battalions 
rest area 
10th June 
1917 

Middle Fm 

L’Enfer wood 

Pick Wood 
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Between the 12th and 14th there was very little activity on the ground, with 
only the Battalion H.Q moving forward to Lumm Fm on the 12th and enemy 
aircraft active on the evening of the 13th.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The day of the 14th started out the same, being quiet up until 7pm when the 
Battalion flanks advanced their outposts with the 6th Yorks & Lancs 
Regiment, which seemed to attract some unwanted enemy attention in the 
form of shelling and slight retaliation along the Black line. 

On the 15th there was yet again more shelling, this time east of Lumm farm 
(see map on previous page), but during that same night the Battalion 
moved further forward to relieve the 6th Yorks & Lancs Regt outposts and 
Odious trench. 

The following day there was yet more shelling during the day, which 
increased to a barrage on the Battalions front, this was followed up by a 
direct attack for forty five minutes in which Major Peel & 2nd Lt Batt were 
wounded at ‘A’ Company H.Q. 

After the events of the previous three days, the 17th was observed to be 
comparability quiet, apart from an enemy aircraft spotting allied artillery in 

A captured German trench on the Messines ridge June 1917. 12 
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L’Enfer wood (see map on page 56), which was then duly shelled by enemy 
artillery. 

The Battalion spent the next two days in the front line (on the 18th they 
actually took over the whole Brigade front), during this period the Battalion 
H.Q moved south and slightly to the rear, this may have been due to the 
increase High Velocity (H.V) artillery that had been experienced in the 
vicinity. 

On the night of the 19th they were relieved by the Royal Irish Rifles, after 
this had been completed the Battalion moved to Clare camp, where it 
rested till moving off for billets in France between Bailleul and Meteren on 
the 21st June. This was yet again another twenty four hour stop over with 
the men moving on the 22nd June to billets south east of Caestre. 

There was to be no rest here as the Battalion moved again on the 23rd June 
via Caestre, Eecke, Steenvoorde to a camp west of Houtkeque, here they 
stayed for the remainder of the month carrying out more training and also 
receiving 30 O.R replacements from the 37th I.B.D, Etaples. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The underground mine beneath Messines ridge 
detonating. The noise of the 19 exploding 

mines could be heard as far away as London 
and would have certainly been heard by Dixon 

and the Battalion. 
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Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

BAILLEUL 
1917 
Jun 1  

 
Encamped a kilometre N.E of  BAILLEUL         Company training. 

 

 2-5  Command taken over by MAJOR W R PEEL D.S.O  (LT  COL C R WHITE on leave).  

   officers reconsidering Corps front + Company training.  

 6 10pm 
                                                                                approach                                                                       offr           OR 

Battn  moved into Corps reserve position  S.W of  KEMMEL           7       113   Left behind as Echelon A + B 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 7  
                2nd army                                                                                                                                                                                as reinforcements + re-organisation personnel 

     (Operation WYTSCHAETE  -  MESSINES  commenced 3.10am). 
  

 

 8  Nothing to report.  

 9-20  (See attached).  

 21  Moved off 4pm via ST JANS CAPELLE to billets & camp between BAILLEUL & METEREN.  

 22  Moved off 6.30am to billets S.E of  CAESTRE.  

 23  Marched off 5am via CAESTRE, EECKE, STEENVOORDE to camp W of HOUTKERQUE.  

             (8th Corps,  5th army)  

 24  Nothing to report.  

 25-26  Platoon training.  

 27-28  Company training.  

 29  Battalion Parade    Battalion Drill and artillery formation.  

 30  Battn Parade       Parade dismissed 11am owing inclement weather.  

   30 OR replacements from 37th Infantry Base Depot.     
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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N 34 a 9 June 7am 
 
Move from KEMMEL HILL to fields N 34 a (S.E of  LINDENHOEK)    Spent day resting            9.30pm Battn 

 

       moved forward to the BLACK LINE at ROMMENS Fm, PICK HOUSE & STEENYZER CAB.  

BLACK LINE 10  Quiet day except for a few 8” H.E near B coy   10.30pm Battn moves back to N  34  a.  

   N 34 a 11  Battn rests  during day.     9.30pm moves up into BLACK LINE in MIDDLE Fm.  

       LUMM Fm sector.  Relieving 13 R.I.R .     No casualties but much Bosch arty[artillery] activity.   

 12  Quiet day.   At night Battn Hq moves from 32.b 4.2 into LUMM Fm.  

BLACK LINE 13  Quiet day in BLACK LINE.         Bosche aeroplanes active in evening.  

        “         “ 14  Quiet day up to 7pm when people on left & right advanced their posts with the 6TH Y+L  

    Shelling   front line, made a defensive action.  Retaliation on BLACK LINE very slight..   

 15  Slight 4.2” shelling in O. 26.c. 5.8 (E of LUMM Fm).                       Battn relieves 6th Y+L in front line  and 
 

         outposts        (ODIOUS TRENCH ) at night.  

Front Line 16  Shelling below normal during day  last enemy ensuing  barrage started on our front system  

(ODIOUS TRENCH)   and approaches at 10pm and lasted 10.45pm. Major Peel, 2nd Lt Batt wounded  at A Coy Hq.  

 17  Comparability quiet.   Enemy aeroplane spot guns around ‘L’ENFER WOOD duly  shells it.  

 18  
                                                                                                                                                            ^                                            Noticeable 
increase  in enemy H.V. fire.        At night Battn Takes over whole Brigade front.                                    Hq moves from O.27.c 3.9 to 33.b.1.9 

 19  Enemy arty very active on ‘L’ENFER WOOD.       [UNREADABLE] for guides which were to of met us at ‘L’EN FER WOOD 

CLARE CAMP 

  have to be Battn relieved by R.I.R at night  
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
Battn arrives at CLARE CAMP in early morning  Day spent resting. 
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PART NINE 

 
June 1917 

The Battle of Messines 
 

This part covers the Battle of Messines as previously mentioned in Part 
Eight, but in the form of the Brigade instructions and orders of the staff 
officers who organised and directed the battle from the rear. 

Thankfully the 9th West Yorkshire Regiment kept copies of the instructions 
for the offensive as part of their diaries (the other Regiments who are listed 
on the instructions don’t appear to have, including the 6th Battalion, 
Yorkshire Regiment).  

These instructions were issued from the 4th June to the 22nd June 1917 and 
give a comprehensive outline for the preparation, execution, reliefs and 
final extraction of all the Battalions during this period. 

Each instruction and order are supplemented with their own map which will 
detail the movements of various Regiments (as listed at the end of each 
instruction/order), but concentrates mainly on that of the 6th Battalion, 
Yorkshire Regiment.  

 
 The front line before the Battle of 

Messines 7–14 June 1917. 
Aerial photograph Messines 2nd June 1917. 
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1st objective Messine-Wytschaete ridge 

2nd objective Oostaverne line 
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Brigade H.Q N.29.C.5.5 Direction of attack 

  
N.28.c 

 
N.34.a 
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Oostaverne 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Bivouac 
Areas 

Order 83 
N.28.C & 

N.34.a 
  

Fme D’Hoino (Bully beef) N.29.c.2.9. 

Brigade H.Q N.29.C.5.5 

Northern boundaries of 
Brigade front. O.21.c.7.1.- 
O.20.c.6.7.- O.19.d.70.95. – 
O.19.d.40.75. – O.19.c.5.6. – 
N.24.d.6.5. 

Southern boundaries of Brigade 
front. O.27.d.2.9. – O.26.d.3.7. – 
O.26.c.2.0. – O.31.a.6.5. 
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Oostaverne 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Bivouac 
Areas 

Order 83 
N.28.C & 

N.34.a 
  

Fme D’Hoino (Bully beef) N.29.c.2.9. 

Brigade H.Q N.29.C.5.5 

6th Yorkshire 
Regt relieved 
9th West Yorks 
from Lumm 
Fm to 
O.26.b.2.2. 
11/12th June 
1917  

Southern boundaries of Brigade 
front. Blauwepoort beek  - 
O.33.b.45.55. cross roads – 
O.33.a.50.55. – Middle Fm  – 
O.31.a.5.0. 

Lumm Fm 

Northern boundaries of Brigade 
front. O.28.b.3.2 – O.28.a.5.2 (Shown 
as 2 markers off map) – road 
junction O.26.b.95.20 – Nth Petits 
Puits O26.a.25.35 – N.30.b.8.5 

O.26.b.2.2 
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Bivouac 
Areas 

Order 83 
N.28.C & 

N.34.a 
  

Brigade H.Q N.29.C.5.5 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Southern boundaries of Brigade 
front. Blauwepoort beek  - 
O.33.b.45.55. cross roads – 
O.33.a.50.55. – Middle Fm  – 
O.31.a.5.0. 

Northern boundaries of Brigade 
front. O.28.b.3.2 – O.28.a.5.2 (Shown 
as 2 markers off map) – road 
junction O.26.b.95.20 – Nth Petits 
Puits O26.a.25.35 – N.30.b.8.5 

Direction of attack 

6th Yorkshire Regt 
relieved 3rd 
Worcester Regt 
11/12th June 1917  
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Buildings at O.23.c.2.8  34th Brigade objective (3) 
 

 
Buildings at O.23.c.3.7.  34th Brigade objective (4) 
 
 

Buildings at O.29.a.1.8.  34th Brigade objective (2) 

Buildings at O.29.a.0.4. 34th Brigade objective (1) 
 

Buildings at O.29.a.2.3.  32nd Brigade objective (3) 

Buildings at O.29.a.1.1.  32nd Brigade objective (2) 
 

Dyke junction at O.29.c.3.4.  32nd Brigade objective 
 

 
 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 
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9th W Yorkshire 
Regt (Brigade 

Reserve) 
N.35.b. 

 
 
6th York & Lancaster Regt Btn. H,Qrs l’Enfer 
W d 

 
6th Yorks & 

Lancs (Brigade 
Reserve) 
O.25.d. 

6th Yorkshire Regt line O.34.a.50.05. 

6th Yorkshire Regt Btn. HQ O.33.b.0.95. 
32 

 

8th Duke of Wellingtons Regt Btn. HQ Lumm Farm 

Approx 
area of 
front line 
18/19th 
June 1917 

6th Yorkshire Regt line O.28.c.2.9. 
32 
 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 
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9th W Yorkshire 
Regt (Brigade 

Reserve) 
N.35.b. 

 
 
6th York & Lancaster Regt Btn. H,Qrs l’Enfer 
W d 

 
6th Yorks & 

Lancs (Brigade 
Reserve) 
O.25.d. 

6th Yorkshire Regt line O.34.a.50.05. 

6th Yorkshire Regt Btn. HQ O.33.b.0.95. 
32 

 

8th Duke of Wellingtons Regt Btn. HQ Lumm Farm 

Approx 
area of 
front line 
18/19th 
June 1917 

6th Yorkshire Regt line O.28.c.2.9. 
32 
 

Direction of attack 

Direction of attack 
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9th W Yorkshire 
Regt (Brigade 

Reserve) 
N.35.b. 

 
 
 
 
1 Coy 8th Duke of Wellingtons Regt  & 1 Coy 6th 
Yorkshire Regt. Mauve Line.(2) O.33.b.3.6. 

1 Coy 8th Duke of Wellingtons Regt & 1 Coy 
6th Yorkshire Regt Mauve Line. (2) O.27.a.9.3 
 

6th Yorkshire Regt front 
system (1.b) O.28.b.6.2. 

6th Yorkshire Regt front system (1.a & b) O.28.d.9.6. (previously held by 
8th Duke of Wellington Regt) 

32 
 

6th Yorkshire Regt front system (1.a) O.35.a.30.95. 
(previously held by 8th D of Wellingtons Regt) 
 
 

Direction of attack 
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Meteren (Approximate start area of 9th 
W Yorkshire & 6th Yorkshire Regts). 

Rouge Croix (Waypoint on 
Journey from Meteren to 
Caestre taken by the 9th  West 
Yorkshire & 6th Yorkshire 
Regts. 

Caestre (Area of 9th W Yorkshire & 6th 
Yorkshire Regts. Post move 21st June 1917) 
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Caestre (Approximate start area of 6th Yorkshire Regt). 

Eecke 

Steenvoorde 

Droglandt 

Houtkerque(Destination of 6th Yorkshire Regt). 
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PART TEN 
 

July 1917 
France & Belgium 

 
July started with yet more infantry training, a church parade and Battalion 
sports in the fields south west of Houtkerque, France and the arrival of 2 
replacement officers, 2nd Lts E.C.G Mountford and F. Welford. 

On the 5th-7th July there was yet again more trench to trench attack practice 
to be carried out, but in the middle of all this training on the 6th the practice 
was to be carried out in front of King George V (one of over four hundred 
and fifty visits made to the western front by the king during the war). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The training continued up until the 12th July when the Battalion moved 
again, this time to Poperinghe, Belgium where they boarded onto trains 

Photographic Print of King George V at 
the Western Front 191713 
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bound for Watten, France (approximately 25 miles distance); from there it 
was a 6 mile march to billets at Nort Leulingham, France. 

The following day was spent on the range live firing, followed by a church 
parade service on the 15th. 

From the 16th-23rd July there was yet more intensive training including live 
firing, trench to trench attack, and Brigade open warfare attack training in 
conjunction with 34th Infantry Brigade and night operations. Also on the 21st 
the Brigade held a transport and horse show at Eperlecowes, France, 
where the Battalion was awarded six first and two second prizes. This 
event was followed by a presentation of medal ribbons the following day by 
the Divisional commander. 

On the 24th July it was yet again time to move off from Nortleulingham, 
France back towards the front line area, stopping overnight in billets at 
Wulyerdinghe, France. This was yet to be another short stopover with 
Dixon and the Battalion moving off again at 4am the following day for billets 
in the Arneke area. 

The 26th-28th July was spent carrying out company parades, gas helmet 
(mask) drills, road marches and musketry (called marksmanship these 
days).  

Elverdinghe 

Poperinghe 

Battalion moved along 
the Elverdinghe road to 
camp in woods at A.30 

31ST July 1917 

 
Camp 

at A.30 
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The Battalion moved again on the 29th at 5am to camp at St Jan ter Biezen, 
France. 

More gas helmet drills were the order of the day on the 30th, before moving 
off again on the 31st to a camp in a wood at A.30 east of Poperinge, 
Belgium (see map on page 113). This move was in preparation for a Corps 
operation that commenced at 4am. The target of this operation………the 
village of Passchendaele and the ridge it was sat on. 
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HOUTKERQUE 
July          
1  

 
Church Parade services. 

 

 2-4   Platoon and Company training                    2nd LT       E.C.G  MOUNTFORD +    2nd LT        F  WELFORD joined  
 

 3  Battn Sports in field S.W of  HOUTKERQUE.  

 5-7  Brigade trench to trench attack practice.  H.M THE KING present on the 6th.  

 8  Nothing to report.  

 9  Company training.  

 10  Brigade attack practice          ½ Battn inoculated TA B2  

 12  Company training.  

 13  Battn moved off 8am via WATOU to POPERINGHE.                    By train POPERINGHE  

                  to WATTEN.   Marched from WATTEN to Billets at NORT LEULINGHAM.  

 14  Firing on range CAPN  J G LAWRENCE appointed acting adjutant  2nd LT   R J DARVALL     

 15  
                                                                                                                                                                                                  Assistant Adjutant 
Church parade service                                                                                                                                                   

 

 16  Trench to trench attack practice.  

 17  Brigade open warfare attack practice.  

 18  Company training  2nd LT   J F MYERS initially authorised to wear the badge of[ acting Capt  

 19  
                                                                                                                                                                                                        Whilst commanding aCompany. 
Brigade open warfare attack practice. 

 

 20  Brigade training in conjunction with 34th Infty Brg.     
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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 NORTLEULINGH 

 July        
21      
M        

 
Company training.  Brigade Transport + Horse show at EPERLECQUES  

 

               Battn awarded six 1st prizes    2     2nd prizes.  

 22  Brigade Division Service at EPERLECQUES   Presentation of Medal Ribbons by   

                 Divisional Commander  

 23 1am Brigade night operations       3pm firing on the range.  

 24 5pm Marched off from NORTLEULINGHAM via WATTEN to billets at WULVERDINGHE  

 25 4am Moved off via VOLKERINCKHOVE, BROXEELE  RUBROUCK to billets at ARNEKE  

                and N of ARNEKE.  

 26-28  Company Parade  Gas Helmet Drill    Road marches   Musketry.  

 29 5am Moved off via   WORMHOUDT,   HERZEELE,    HOUTKERQUE to  camp at  ST JAN TER BIEZEN  

 30  Gas helmet drill.  

 31 5.00am Moved off via  POPERINGHE  along  ELVERDINGHE  Road to camp in   

         Wood at A 30 central.         (Corps operation commenced 4am).  

     

   C. R WHITE LT  COL.  

    
 

        
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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PART ELEVEN 
 

August 1917 
Belgium and the third Battle of Ypres 

 
The first week of August was spent camped in the woods east of 
Poperinghe (see map page 113), with the usual gas (helmet) drills and 
inspections being carried out. Officers also took this opportunity to 
reconnoitre the approaches to the front lines. 

This move forward to the front was carried out on the 8th August, with their 
destination being the banks of the Yser canal where a series of dugouts 
had been constructed, this relief was successfully completed. 

 

During the day and night of the 9th, the Battalion were utilised as working 
parties to improve and strengthen the new positions whilst the Battalion 
company commanders took this opportunity to survey the front line 
positions. 

British dugouts on the banks of the Yser canal. 
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On the 10th all Companies were involved in yet again more working parties, 
but they were attacked with German gas shells, consequently showing the 
significance of the repeated gas helmet drills previously carried over the 
past few months. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the 11th it was time to move forward again, this time to relieve the 8th 
Duke of Wellingtons Regiment who had advanced further forward at 
4am that morning. A & C Companies held the line, whilst B & D were 
held slightly to the rear as reserves in case of a German attack. 

The day of the 12th was noted as very quiet in the Battalion’s diary, with 
only patrols out into no man’s land during the night to determine the 
enemy’s positions. 

These quiet days were not to last very much longer, in the early hours of 
the 13th the Battalion withdrew its outposts to the west of the Steenbeek 
(this is a small Belgium river, see picture on page 121) to allow the German 
front line positions to be shelled with heavy artillery without fear of inflicting 
casualties to their own men.  

The Battalion outposts were reoccupied at stand-to (a stand-to was called 
at dawn and dusk every day on the front line. This was to ensure that all of 
the Battalions troops were ready in case of attacks which were usually 

A soldier equipped with gas helmet (mask) 1917 14 
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carried out at these times of day) in the evening which indicates that the 
Germans were bombarded for most of the day.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At 3am on the 14th, the outposts were yet again withdrawn to the west of 
the Steenbeek, this time to allow the Battalion to form up in preparation for 
an advance by A & C Companies with B Company providing support. At 
4am the advance commenced, starting with a barrage which the troops of 
the 6th Yorks would have followed towards the German lines. 

The Battalion were not to have an easy time of it during the day, C 
Company gained their objective but A Company were held up by German 
machine gun (M.G) fire from a dugout that had escaped the bombardment. 
To add to this machine gun fire there were also several small attacks made 
by the Germans which were repelled by A Company and intensive shelling. 

During the night the Battalion was relieved by the 5th Dorset Regiment who 
took up position on the west bank of the Steenbeek, allowing the 6th 
Yorkshire Battalion to withdraw from the outposts through them. 

The Battalion had not escaped lightly 2nd Lts Weldon and Jelley (pictured in 
Part Five) were listed as wounded along with sixty three other ranks 
(O.R’s). Sadly twenty men (O.R’s) were listed as killed with a further twenty 
six missing (a list of twenty six men that were recorded as killed on the 14th 

The Steenbeek, Belgium 15 
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August 1 can be seen below, refer to Part Fifteen for a more comprehensive 
list). 

Private BEDDOES  41623 (Form 160604 R.F.A)  

Private BENNETT  20916  

Private BEST  26844  

Private BOND  41625 (Form 16064 R.F.A) 

Private BRECKON  39275  

Private BROWN  39341  

L/Cpl  BROWN  14309  

Private BRYAN  33400 (3124 Suffolk Regt) 

Private CARDY  40721 (26660 Essex Regt) 

Private CHILDS  40486 (Form 31876 Leicester Regt) 

Private COWDELL  40944 (Form 5368 Leicester Regt)  

Private DENTON  18421 (Form 19199 York L.I)  

Private EARL  41637 (Form 160562 R.F.A)  

Private HAMMOND   33515 (Form 32073 11th Res Hussar)                      

Private HARVEY  25299  

Private KIRK   28143  

Private MYERS  38181  

Private PETTINGER 39246  

A/Cpl  RILEY  12133  

L/Cpl  SMALES  38693  

Private SMITH   38272  

Private SMITH  33308 (Form 4112 Suffolk Regt)  

Private SPIELL  12923  

Private STRICKLAND 38270  
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L/Cpl  WALTON  19677  

Private  WISE   3/16344 

The following five men are listed 1 as killed or dying of wounds (possibly 
being wounded on the 14th August) on the 15th August 1917. They are listed 
due to the relief by the 5th Dorset’s not having being completed till 4.30 am 
on that date.  

A/Cpl  BARNETT  28133  

Private HUTCHINSON  28396 (DOW) 

Private JOHNSON  18277  

Private WALTERS   41619 (Form 162022 R.F.A)  

Private SWALLOW  33550 (Form 31186 11th Res  

     Hussar Regt) (DOW) 

These further nine men died of wounds between the 16-24th August, 
possibly from the action on the 14-15th August (the Battalion was back in 
action and on the front line by the 27th August). 

Private  WINSPEAR  33299  (Form 2932 York Hussars)  
                              (DOW) 

Private  PHILLIPS  39359 (DOW) 

Private  RUTTER  8161  (DOW)  

Private  ELLIS  20500 (DOW) 

Private  RICHARDSON 201270 (DOW) 

Private  OLDRIDGE 28386 (DOW) 

Cpl  FERNER (DCM) 10278 (DOW) 

Private  BUTLER  42260 (Form 183424 R.F.A)  

       (DOW) 

 Private SHUTTLEWORTH  33525 (Form 32115 11th Res  

        Hussars) (DOW) 
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As can be seen this was a conceivable total of forty men dying from the 
action on the 14-15th August. One interesting point is the service numbers 
of the men killed, with fifteen men listed as being previously part of another 
Regiment prior to joining the 6th Battalion, and of those fifteen men (37.5% 
of the total), five were originally from Dixon’s old Regiment the Royal Field 
Artillery.  

The 6th Battalion and ex R.F.A service numbers of those men who were 
killed during this period bracket Dixons (41782 6th Batt/174599 R.F.A) 
indicating his feasible presence in the area during that period (plus the 
information gained from the envelope on pages 36/37, we now know that 
Dixon had been part of D Company, 6th Battalion, Yorkshire Regiment since 
March 1917). 

The Battalion left the front in the early hours of the 15th August, moving to 
dugouts on the east bank of the Yser canal before marching to hutments at 
A.30 (see map in Part Ten).  

The day of the 16th was spent cleaning up, before moving again, this time 
to Murat camp on the 17th (see map below) from where the Battalion 
provided working parties for road repairs etc until the 23rd August 1917. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Murat camp/farm 

Gournier Fm 
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On the evening of the 24th it was time to move again from Murat camp 
towards the front line, taking over the Battalion support positions with a H.Q 
at Gournier farm (see map page 125). 
 
The day of the 26th was spent improving these positions and salvaging 
(which indicates that the area taken over by the 6th Battalion had recently 
been fought over). At 9pm on the 26th A Company moved up to take over 
the outpost lines whilst B Company were attached to the 8th Duke of 
Wellington Regiment (who were holding the area at the time), C & D 
Companies were held in reserve. 

During the early hours of the 27th A Company withdrew to the support lines 
to allow the artillery to shell the forward German positions. B Company and 
the 8th Duke of Wellingtons advanced and took over a line of trenches on 
the north bank of the Lekkerboterbeek (this is a small river south of 
Poelcappelle).  

One small comment at the end of the entry for the 26th, which almost seems 
insignificant but was to be the mechanism which almost resulted in defeat 
of the allied armies in this push, is the mention of the heavy rain. 

By mid-afternoon on the 27th, the Battalion was yet again on the attack 2nd 
Lt Postill and No 1 platoon attacked White house (see map below), but came 
under heavy machine gun fire with only Sgt Cleary and six men reaching 
their objective (a platoon was made up of approximately thirty men). 

 

 

White House 

Pheasant Fm/trench area 
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Two sections (twenty six men approximately) were sent forward to reinforce 
Sgt Cleary and his group, but only two reached their position. In danger of 
being cut off this group withdrew to Pheasant trench (see map above) at 
8pm. 

At 3pm B Company were called forward to send a platoon to reinforce the 
line. 2nd Lt Howarth and No 6 platoon went forward but came under heavy 
machine gun fire and suffered many casualties including their officer. 
Captain Derrick attempted to lead the remainder of these men to a safer 
position, but was sadly killed in his attempts. 

B and C Companies moved forward to reinforce the front line and the Duke 
of Wellington Regiment, whilst D Company was used as carrying parties for 
the wounded men. Yet again the diary mentions the heavy rain which would 
have severely hindered the movements of the men over the churned up 
soaking earth. 

The 28th August was spent improving the trenches, until being relieved by 
the 152nd Brigade at 10pm on the 29th August. They then proceeded to the 
Canal bank (Yser) and then by train to Poperinghe on the 30th August for a 
period of reorganisation and cleaning up. 

The Battalion had yet again suffered with one officer killed and two 
wounded, eight O.Rs killed and forty four O.R’s wounded along with two 
listed as missing, these men are listed below. 

Private ACKROYD  241736 

L/Cpl  BETTS  40553 (Form 31676 D.L.I) (DOW) 

Private BROADBENT 33278 (Form 3499 York Hus) (DOW) 

Captain DERRICK   

Private FEARNSIDE 38222 

Private KELLY  8513 

L/Sgt  LEE   17123 

Private LORD  41103 (Form 26677 Nth Staff Regt) 

Private McNAMARA 41668 (Form 160837 R.F.A) 
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Private McROY  15565 

Private MOLYNEUX 41673 (Form 160703 R.F.A) 

Cpl  RICHMOND 19039 

Private SMEATHAM 38663 

Private MITCHELL  28559 

Private SMITH  38812 

Private TUPMAN  201379 

Private BURTON  40709 (Form 28059 York’s L.I) 

As can be seen seventeen men were listed 1as killed 27h–29th August 1917. 
Of this total, six (35%) were yet again men who had served in different 
Regiments prior to joining the Yorkshire Regiment. Of these six, two (11%) 
were originally from Dixons original Regiment (R.F.A) though both of their 
service numbers are earlier than his. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stretcher bearers mired in mud in the Third Battle of Ypres - August 1, 1917 4 
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a 
1917 ug 
ug1-7  

           
                                                                                                        {     officers reconnoitre approaches to line 
Batt n in Camp in Wood  (A 30 central) – 28 N.W                     {    Gas Drill and Inspections daily 
                                                            
 
       

 

 8  Battn  moves up to  YSER CANAL Dug outs and takes over  Dug outs from the 57th Div  

 9  Company Commanders reconnoitre the line.  Battn  out on working parties day + night.  

 10  all companies on working parties.  Enemy shells the road with Gas shells.  

 11  Battn  moves up to relieve 8th Duke of Wellington Regt  who has advanced their   

   posts at 4am.        a+c Coy in line    B+D in reserve.  

 12  Situation very quiet           Patrols out at night to discover enemy positions.  

 13 4 am  Outposts withdrawn to W of  STEENBEEK to allow heavy artillery to shell  

   enemy posts.       These posts were re-occupied at” stand-to” in the evening.  

 14  at 3 am outpost withdrawn to W Bank STEENBEEK and formed up preparedly   

   to an advance.        A Coy attacking on the right with 2 ½  platoons and 1 ½ platoons   

   in support to occupy the old line of posts.                                            2 Platoons of B Coy awaiting in rear  

   to occupy a prepared position on the W bank of the STEENBEEK.   

   C Coy on the left with 2 ½ platoons and wit 1 platoon in support to occupy   

   old line of posts.  

   at 4am the barrage came down and the advance commenced.  
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  aug 14  
 
C Coy gained their objective on the left.    A Coy held up on the right by 

 

   hostile M.G fire from dug outs untouched by bombardment. 
 

   Enemy delivered several small attacks during the day on A Coy which were  

   easily repelled by rifle fire.          Intensive shelling all day by enemy  

   at night battn  relieved by 5th Dorset Regt who took up positions on the    

   W bank of the STEENBEEK  out posts being withdrawn through them.  

    Casualties  2nd  LT  C S M WELDON  &  2nd  LT   JELLEY  wounded    OR   20 Killed  

                         63 wounded        26 missing  

 15  Relief completed at 4.30 am.  

   Battn  moved into dug outs on E bank of Canal.                       March from E bank of  

   Canal at 7.45am  to Hutments A30 central  

 16  Day spent cleaning up  

 1617  Battn  moved up to MURAT CAMP.  

 18-23  Supplied daily working parties.  Road repairs etc.  
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YPRES 
 august 
24 

    pm  
7.30 

 
Battn  moves up from MURAT CAMP.   and takes over from the Battn  in support.             Battn 

 

   H.Q    GOURNIER FARM. 
 

 25.  Day spent in improving trenches and salvaging.  

 26 9.0 pm ‘A’ Company moved up to take over the outpost line on the left of the Brigade sector  

   this Company + ‘B’ Coy were attached to the Duke of Wellingtons Reg.    A Company withdrew  

   
                support                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

to the outpost line before dawn to allow the artillery to bombard the enemy front lines                                   
 

   positions.          “B” Coy were in close support to the D.O.W  + took over a line of trenches  

   N on the N.  bank of the LEKKERBOTERBEEK       C+D Companies were in Brigade Reserve.  

   + were in CANE AVENUE.           Heavy rain fell during the night.  

 27 
pm  

1.55 Memo    2LT. Postill + no. 1Platoon attacked WHITE HO.     The 115th Brigade was on the left and  

   the Duke of Wellingtons was on the right.    This platoon came under heavy machine  

   gun fire, & only Sergt Cleary & 6 men reached the objective.      Two sections were sent   

   up to reinforce of which only two men arrived.,             This party finding itself in  

   danger of being cut off,    withdrew to PHEASANT TRENCH  at   8.0 pm.  “B” company  

   was called upon at 3.0 pm  to send one Platoon to reinforce the line.     2LT Howarth  

   and no. 6 Platoon went forward,  & coming under machine gun fire, lost their officer &  
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suffered many casualties.       Capt. Derrick went up to lead them up a safer way & was 

 

   Killed             Later B Company moved up to reinforce the Duke of Wellington Regt at 10.0pm 
 

   “C” Company moved up at 7.0 p.m also to reinforce the front line.  

   D Company was used on carrying parties.                                         Heavy rain fell all afternoon.  

 28th   Spent on improving trenches.  

 29. 10.0pm   Relieved by the 152nd Brigade.     Total  Casualties :-      Officers.                                   O.R.  

                                                                          Killed                 1                                           8  

                                                                         Wounded            2                                          44  

                                                                          Missing                                                           2.  

   Battn  moved to Canal Bank  

 30  Battn  came down by train to billets at POPERINGHE  

 31  Day spent cleaning up.  
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Corporal Abraham Ferner,  
D.C.M16 

PART TWELVE 
 

September-2nd October 1917 
Belgium and the third Battle of Ypres 

 
September 1917 began with more cleaning and reorganising of the 
Companies, most probably to balance experience levels after the losses of 
August. This reorganization was supplemented by a new draft, when or 
how many men were in this draft is unknown as 
the Battalion diary fails to mention this (the last 
recorded draft being thirty men at the end of June, 
1917). 

On the 2nd September it was announced that 2nd 
Lts Goring and Jelley (who died 2nd November 
1917 from wounds received on the 14 August 
1917) had been awarded the Military Cross and 
Cpl Ferner (died of wounds 21st August 1917) the 
Distinguished Conduct Medal for their actions in 
August near Langemarck. 

 

For the next week the Battalion trained 
intensively every day, this training 
involved more musketry training (though 
the musketry range was not completed 
till the 9th September) and bayonet 
fighting. This training continued up until 
the 8th September when the men were 
allowed to attend church parade at the 
Rue des Chieus, Poperinghe, Belguim 

 
 
 

The next week from the 9th till the 16th carried on in the same manner, with 
the added training of live firing on the newly completed range and a 

A British solider with signalling 
rockets13 
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demonstration of the new signalling rocket system (sometimes referred to 
as distress flares, see page 137) were used by the men when being 
attacked or stalled by the enemy whilst on the offensive as a rapid way of 
calling in friendly artillery.  

During this period the Military Medal was awarded to Cpl Lunn and the 
Military Cross to Lt Butterfield (6th Battalion, attached to the light trench 
mortar battery). 

From the 17th to the 23rd September the training eased off slightly, though 
they still carried out company training and night patrols. Instead of training 
the men held an inter-company tug-of-war (D Company winning), and a 
inter-company shooting competition (B Company winning).  

The training ramped up again on the morning of the 22nd when the Battalion 
carried out a mock attack in the St Jan-ter-Biezen area. 

In the afternoon medals were presented. 2nd Lt A.L. Goring the Military 
Cross (M.C) and Lance Corporals Pickersgill and Everson and Privates 
Bell, Parker and Armstrong the Military Medal (M.M). 

On the 24th it was time to move yet again, leaving Poperinghe by train to 
Reigersberg from where they marched back to dugouts on the canal bank 
(Canal D’Yser) where they stayed till darkness before relieving the 5th 
Seaforth Highlanders at the front (see map below). 

 

 
 

Canal D’Yser 

Reigersberg 
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During this relief four O.Rs were killed and eight others listed as wounded 
in the Battalion diaries. There are no men from the 6th Battalion, Yorkshire 
Regiment listed as killed on this day on the Commonwealth Graves 
Commission website or within ‘Soldiers (who) Died in the Great War 1914-
1917, Alexandra, Princess of Wale’s own (Yorkshire Regiment), part 24’. 
Though the Commonwealth Graves Commission does list seven men killed 
on that date from different Battalions of the Yorkshire Regiment? 

By the 25th A Company were holding the front line, which mainly consisted 
of shell holes, C Company were in the centre and D Company on the left 
with B Company in support (B Company being withdrawn to the canal bank 
at 3 am, but returning to the support positions later that night). 

The 25th sadly brought more casualties to the Battalion (even though it is 
stated as a “quiet day” the diary entry for that day lists three O.Rs killed and 
four wounded (though there are only two men listed as killed that day1)). 

The day of the 26th inflicted even more casualties upon the Battalion, with 
the Battalions front lines being heavily shelled resulting in the deaths of 2nd 
Lt Duddell (died of wounds 27th September 1917) and thirteen O.Rs 
including Company Sergeant Major McEvoy and a total of twenty eight 
listed as wounded.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

Canal 
Bank 

Varna Fm 

  Gournier Fm 
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Shelling continued on the 27th into the late evening when it became heavier 
at 6.30pm, with the resulting loss of another nine O.Rs killed and thirteen 
wounded.  

The following day must have come as some reprieve when they were finally 
relieved by the 8th Duke of Wellington Regiment, with A Company moving 
to Varna farm, B Company to Gournier Farm and C & D Companies, plus 
the Battalion H.Q to the canal bank (see map page 139). 

Even during this relief there was yet another death and the wounding of two 
O.Rs.That evening the Battalion provided working parties before moving off 
to Vlamertinghe and then by motor buses to Houtkerque on 2nd October. 

The diary lists a total of one officer killed, nil wounded and twenty nine 
O.Rs killed and sixty three wounded for this period in the line (entry dated 
2nd October 1917 in the Battalion diary).  

The men listed by the Commonwealth Graves Commission and in the 
‘Soldiers (who) Died in the Great War’ comes to a total of one officer and 
thirty four O.Rs killed in that period and are listed below in date order. 

25/09/17 

Sgt  HIGGINS  15228  

Private WRIGHT  27901 

26/09/17 

Private CALLAGHAN 5758     

Private HARRISON 18815 (DOW) 

Cpl  HILL   10736  

L/Cpl  JEFFERSON 14492   

Private RADFORTH 38225 

27/09/17 

Private CONSTABLE 33420     

Private CRIMLISK  41738 (Form 174516 R.F.A) 

Private CULSHAW  41645 (Form 162186 R.F.A) 
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Private DAVIS  41887 (Form 62104 R.F.A) 

A/Cpl  DOYLE  3/8437   

2nd Lt DUDDELL  3rd Bn, South Staff’s (DOW) 

Private DUVAL  41636 (Form 160708 R.F.A) 

Private EARLY  12809  

Private HAW   20312   

Private HODGSON 29677 (Form 31018 Nott’s & Derby  

       Regt) 

A/Cpl  KNIGHT  20505   

CSM  McEVOY  6926    

Private MOSS  41284 (Form 98913 RAMC) 

Private NEEDHAM  41375 (Form 8001 West York Regt) 

Private PAYNE  33394 (Form 2381 Suffolk Regt) 

Private POND  33319 (Form 4215 Suffolk Regt)   

       (DOW) 

Private PRINCE  40592 (Form 1428 Yorks L.I)  

  (DOW) 

Private ROBINSON 26562   

Private ROPER  202396   

Private STEPHENSON 39133  (DOW) 

Private STEWARD  241169   

Private WHITEHORN 33430 (Form 2626 Suffolk Regt) 

Private WILKINSON 27250   

L/Cpl  WINTER  41714 (Form 16038 R.F.A) 

Private WOOD  45833 
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29/09/17 

Private ARKSEY  241143 (DOW) 

Private BRADNAM  33415 (Form 4556 Suffolk Regt)  

       (DOW) 

Private FORSTER  12985 (DOW) 

As can be seen Dixons fellow enlister and R.F.A companion from Filey, 
Private Harold Crimlisk was killed on the 27th September 1917 (twelve days 
before Dixon’s death). This must have been a blow to Dixon due to their 
journey being carried out together since enlistment in 1916.  

Yet again fourteen of the men killed had served in different Regiments prior 
to them joining the 6th Battalion (this equates to 41%), of those fourteen 
men, no less than five had been in the R.F.A (14.7% of the total O.Rs 
casualties). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The graves of Private H. Crimlisk and Private J. Robinson, both killed 27th 
September 1917.  Cement House cemetery, Langemark, Belgium.  
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Cement House cemetery, Langemark, Belgium. The final resting place of many of Dixons 
fellow 6th Battalion comrades, including Private Harold Crimlisk. 
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POPERINGHE 1.9.17  
 
Major. W.R PEEL D.S.O assumed command of the Battn during the absence on leave of LT   COL C.R WHITE 

 

   The day was spent in cleaning up and reorganization of companies with the new drafts. 
 

- “-  2.9.17  2nd LT A.L.  GORING and 2nd LT  W.F JELLEY were awarded the Military Cross and Cpl A FERNER  

   died of wounds, the Distinguished Conduct Medal for the operations near LANGEMARCK  

   and the STEENBEEK on august 14th.      The Commanding officer inspected B,C,D Companies  

   during the morning.  

- “ - 3.9.17     These days were spent in training under company arrangements in fields N.E of  

to 7.9.17      POPERINGHE.   for two days,  the 5th and 6th [UNREADABLE] CSM Little of the A.G.S was attached for  

      special instruction in bayonet fighting for nco’s  

- “ - 8-9-17  Church parade service in the soldiers theatre Rue des Chieus at 10.35am.  

- “ - 9-9-17  The Musketry range was completed today by a working party.  

- “ - 10-9-17  Companies carried out the musketry course on the range during these days,  in addition  

 12-9-17  to ordinary company training.  a demonstration in the new signal rocket was held.  

- “ - 12-9-17  on 12th [UNREADABLE] at G.2.b.3.6 (Sheet 28 N.W)    LT COL  C.R WHITE reassumed command  

   on this date.  

 13-9-17 
14-9-17  

Major W.R PEEL. D.S.O left the Battn to assume command of 10th Manchester Regt 
  The Military Medal was awarded to No 7888 Cpl W.H LUNN 6th Yorkshire Regt- att to 32nd L.T.M Bty. 
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POPERINGHE 16-9-17  
 
Church Parade service as last Sunday.           LT R. S. BUTTERFIELD, 6TH Yorkshire Regt att 32nd  

 

   Light trench mortar Battery awarded the Military Cross. 
 

- “ - 17-9-17  Company training as usual during the day.    Night Patrols at night.  an inter  company.  

   tug-of-war held during the afternoon resulted in a win for D Company.  LT  L. HANSON-ABBOT 
 

   and 2nd LT  E.A LOXTON joined the Battn  

- “ - 20.9.17     a Battn  Shooting Competition was held on the Range today. the inter  company shoot (best 2  

   shots per platoon to form the Coy eight). was won by B Company  

- “ - 22.9.17    a Battn  attack scheme was held on the ST  JAN-TER-BIEZEN area during the morning. the  

   Divisional Commander at a Brigade parade in the afternoon presented their medals to    

   2/LT  A.L.GORING    M.C    7976 L/Cpl  PICKERSGILL W.A     M.M.10156  L/Cpl EVERSON. R. MM.      Pt BELL.N M.M 

   14054 Pt PARKER. B M.M The Military Medal was awarded to 18477     Pt I. aRMSTRONG, 6th Yorkshire  

        Regt attchd  32nd Brigade Headquarters.  

- “ - 23.9.17     2nd LT C. V. AUTRIDGE joined for duty on this date.  

- “ - 24.9.17      the Battn moved by rail from POPERINGHE to REIGERSBERG where they marched  

       to dugouts on the CANAL BANK (Canal D’YSER).  Here they stayed till night and  

       at 6pm moved up the line and relieved 5th Seaforth Highlanders in the front line.  
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W of  POELCAPELLE 24.9.17  
 
Casualties during relief   4  O.R  Killed   8  O.R  wounded. 

 

 25.9.17  B Coy was in support. A Coy holding the front line shell holes.     C in the centre  
 

   D on the left.  

 25.9.17  B Coy was withdrawn at 3.0 am to the CANAL BANK,  but brought back the same  

   night.    Quiet day,      Casualties     O.R   Killed 3,    wounded   4      missing    1  

 26.9.17  Front line posts heavily shelled.               2LT  DUDDELL in charge of C Coy severely    

   wounded,  died of wounds next day.  2LT   LOXTON took command .                                          Casualties     

   O.R  Killed 13        wounded    28.        C.S.M  McEvoy killed.  

 27.9.17  Front line posts except for slight shelling till 6.30pm when our lines  

   were heavily shelled.      Casualties  O.R  Killed 9         wounded   13.  

 28.9.17  Battn relieved in the line by the 8th Duke of Wellingtons.  A Coy relieved by 9th West Yorkshires.   

   Dispositions on relief A Coy VARNA FARM,   B Coy GOURNIER FARM,  C+D   + BN  HQ  CANAL BANK  

   Casualties for day 1 killed  1 wounded.           Battn  engaged on night working parties.  

 2.10.17  Battn with the exception of  A Coy, relieved By 33rd Brigade.           March to VLAMERTINGHE   

   
                                                                                                                               ( Died of 
 from there by motor busses to HOUTKERQUE. Total Casualties    officers. 1 ( wounds,killed    nil      Wounded.                                                            

 

                                                                                                      O.R,      29   Killed          63      Wounded  

        
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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PART THIRTEEN 
 

3rd – 31st October 1917 
The final days and the Battle of Poelcappelle 

 
On the Battalions arrival at Houtkerque on the 3rd October there followed a 
period of refitting and cleaning up after their time at the front. 2nd Lt E 
Loxton, who had been in charge of C Company due to Captain Duddell’s 
death, was replaced by 2nd Lt A Relton. 

From the 4th to the 6th October the Battalion practiced over a flagged and 
tape marked course in the Bois St Acaire area for the forthcoming attack on 
Poelcappelle, before moving out on the 7th October initially by foot before 
boarding buses at Quatre Chemins crossroads. This bus journey travelled 
via Proven and Poperinghe to a siege camp (at Brielen, Belgium) near the 
front lines (see map below). 

 
The day of the 7th October 1917 was noted for its extremely bad weather 
with heavy rain and very cold temperatures, which would have done 
nothing for the moral of Dixon and his fellow men of the Battalion on the 
eve of battle. This bad weather was to give the men a few hours respite as 
the move forward was delayed, and the Battalion was placed on standby by 
the Brigade at 4.30pm. 

At 8.45pm orders to carry out the relief were received and the Battalion 
moved out at 9.30pm via 4 bridge and duckboard tracks to Belle Alliance, 
then to Gournier farm-Rudolph farm and finally duckboard tracks to the 
Steenbeek (see map below) where the Battalion was met by guides. 
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A & B Companies relieved the 7th South Staffordshire Regiment in the 
outpost lines, and C & D Companies relieved the 6th Border Regiment in 
support at Pheasant farm cemetery with the Battalion H.Q moving into 
Pheasant farm (see map page 152). 

This relief was not completed till 3.40am on the 8th October mainly due to 
the large amount of men on the move, and the hard conditions experienced 
due to the saturated condition of the ground.  

The Battalion was now just south west of the village of Poelcappelle by the 
morning of the 8th October 1917, the day is quoted as being very quiet. 
Later on in the afternoon orders were received to attack the objective 
(Poelcappelle village). 

Rudolph farm 

Gournier farm 

Belle Alliance 

 
 
 
 

Area of Siege 
camp 
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Night time brought yet more heavy rain between 5 and 11pm, this weather 
making it a particularly dark night and causing numerous problems, 
including all the runners getting lost between the Battalion H.Q at Pheasant 
farm (see attached maps for reference in Battalion diary 7th -13th 
October1917) and the Companies in the front line. This problem with the 
weather, darkness and lost runners meant that the Companies did not 
receive their orders till 1 am on the 9th when it became lighter.  

During the early hours of the 9th, the Battalion intelligence officer attempted 
to place out tapes ready for the Battalion to line up, but sadly these were 

swamped by the rain and mud, 
though he did finally manage to 
get these tapes in place by 
2am on the 9th. Sadly this delay 
hampered the formation of the 
Battalion for the attack, and 
prevented Company officers 
from carrying out a 
reconnaissance prior to moving 
forward. This move was 
delayed until 4.30am. 

 

Pheasant farm & cemetery 

Battle of Poelcappelle. Duck-board carrying party, 
near Langemarck, 11th October 1917. 4 
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The Poelcappelle/Ypres area October 1917 

 
At 5am, the patrols in the outposts came in from the front (except for one 
N.C.O and three men) before zero hour at 5.20am.  

During the night the enemies shelling was very heavy, but there was no 
actually barrage as far as could been seen, and the British artillery 
performed no better as it stated that it was ill defined and fell short. 

At 5.20am Dixon and his fellow 
soldiers would have left the 
trenches and moved forward 
towards their objective of 
Poelcappelle village, where little 
opposition was met until the fork 
in the roads opposite the 
brewery (this area can be seen 
on the maps that are referenced 
later in this section). 

 

Poelcappelle 17th August 1917 
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German blockhouses Poelcappelle September 1917. 4 

Once the Battalion reached the area opposite the brewery they not only 
met stiff opposition and heavy machine gun fire from the area of Meunier 
and String houses (no more than rubble at this stage of the war), but also 
captured between one hundred and fifty and two hundred prisoners, along 
with several German concrete block houses north west of the brewery 
itself. But owing to the heavy enemy machine gun fire these could not be 
held. 

With the heavy opposition met from the Germans, the Battalion had no 
choice but to dig in at 8am. Whilst attempting to dig in, the Battalion 
suffered many casualties from machine gun fire and heavy rifle fire at close 
range from both flanks. Sadly, due to a heavy German bombardment, the 
light trench mortars that were attached to the Battalion were knocked out by 
this time, and the supporting tanks were unable to come into action and 
take the brewery as originally planned due to the appalling condition of the 
ground due to the weather conditions. 

At 11.5 (11.05am?) “W” Company of 8th Duke of Wellington Regiment was 
moved forward to the left of the village to support the Battalion. Also at this 
time bombs (grenades) were sent forward by the 34th Brigade (most 
probably in the hope of breaking the stalemate in the centre of the village). 
By 11.30am aeroplanes had spotted the Germans moving troops forward  
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by bus for a counter attack which was believed to be planned for evening 
time between 4 and 5pm, thankfully this attack never materialised. 

There is no further mention of heavy shelling during the rest of the day, so it 
is most probable that Dixon was killed by the early enemy shelling during 
the initial attack. 

The remainder of the day is identified as being quiet, except for sniping and 
some machine gun fire. It remained this way until about forty Germans 
reoccupied dugouts North West of the brewery, causing a small outpost of 
Battalion men to retreat back to the main line (the Battalion diary declares 
that this position was to be withdrawn later anyhow). 

 

 
 

 

A fatigue party with mud scoops, Battle of 
Poelcappelle, 9th October 1917. 4 

German POW’s captured at 
Poelcappelle 9th October 1917. 13 

Lying wounded of the Battle of Poelcappelle being evacuated by light railway 10th October 
1917. 4 
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The rest of the night was spent reorganising, contacting the Battalions on 
the flanks and evacuation of the wounded. 

From 4.30 until 5.30am on the 10th the enemy put down a very heavy 
barrage along the Battalions front line, but yet again no attack followed.  

The remainder of the day was noted as quiet except for some more sniping 
and machine gun fire. That night the Battalion was relieved by the 18th 
Division, West Kent Regiment, once this relief had been completed the 
Battalion marched to Irish farm where they entrained for the Serques area. 

Casualties as listed in the 10th October report were as follows: 

 

Officers   O.Rs 

Killed         3        40 

Wounded        2     159 

Missing         2      29 

 

Total         7      228 

(This is a total of two hundred and thirty five men killed, wounded or 
missing). 

The diary entry for the 11th October 1917 then records the actually 
casualties as follows; Captain Myers, 2nd Lts Welford and Galtry killed. 
Lieutenants Firth and Eade missing (both later found to of been killed in 
action on the 9th October 1917 during the attack). 2nd Lts Burriss and 
Huntrods wounded (both survived).  

The figures for the O.Rs were as follows; thirty eight killed, one hundred 
and sixty nine wounded and fifteen missing, these figures were altered due 
to some of the missing being traced.  

This equates to a total of two hundred and twenty nine men killed, wounded 
or missing during the attack on Poelcappelle, my Great grandfather Dixon 
Overfield being one of them (a complete list of those killed from the 
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Battalion during the Battle of Poelcappelle can be found at the rear of this 
part). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the 10/11th  October the Battalion moved by road to Herzeele, France, 
where they spent the night before moving by train to Watten, France on the 
11th October. From Watten they marched to billets at Serques (the 
Battalions strength at this point was thirty two officers and seven hundred 
and two O.Rs). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Wounded coming down and reinforcements going up a duckboard track, 
Battle of Poelcappelle 11TH October 1917. 4 

3 Section panorama of Poelcappelle village. 24th October 1917.4 
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The following week from the 12th to the 19th October, the Battalion and 
Companies reorganised, trained and carried out route marches. During this 
period the Battalion was reinforced with four officers and seventy O.Rs to fill 
the gaps left by the devastating losses inflicted at Poelcappelle. 

 
 

On the 20th October 1917, the Battalion left the billets at Serques and 
marched to Watten, where they boarded trains for Lillers, France, where on 
arrival they moved by road to Ecquedecques, France. 

This period from the 21st to the 30th October was fairly relaxed with games 
of football, church parades and infantry training carried out. The Battalion 
was yet again reinforced, but this time by only four officers. On the 30th 
October 1917 the Battalion yet again moved forward to Brigade support 
lines to relieve the 9th West Yorkshire Regiment. 

With the use of the Commonwealth Graves Commission and ‘Soldiers 
(who) died in the Great War, part 24’ the total loss of men for the Battle of 
Poelcappelle 7th -11th October 1917 came to five officers and eighty one 

Poelcappelle 27th October 1917 
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Poelcappelle 1918 

O.Rs (including those who died of wounds in the days after the battle) 
killed.  

If the Battalion was at full 
strength of one thousand 
and seven 6 officers and 
men at the time of the 
offensive, this would work 
out as 8.5% killed from the 
Battalion (if you use the 
Battalions final figures for 
killed, wounded and 
missing this works out as a 
22.7% casualty rate). 

 
 
 

Of these eighty one O.Rs killed, twenty nine men (35.8%) had formerly 
served with other Regiments, and of those twenty nine men, eleven (13.5%) 
including Dixon had served with the R.F.A. previously. 

So here ends the story of Dixon and his fellow comrades who served with 
the 6th Battalion the Yorkshire 
Regiment during the Great War 
from 1914-1918.  

Sadly due to the nature of this 
industrial warfare, and the fluid 
movement over the area where 
they were killed, only five bodies of 
the seventy three men killed in 
action during the battle itself (6.8%) 
were ever recovered and formally 
identified. 

 

The remains of the other men either lie in graves with no identification or 
within the fields of Flanders itself, maintaining the eternal vigil. These 

Munitions dump, Menin Road (Ypres), 17 October 
1917.4 
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missing men are commemorated within the panels of the immaculate Tyne 
Cot cemetery and numerous war memorials though out the UK (Privates 
Farman and Hollingworth who both suffered wounds during the battle and 
later succumbed to these injuries are buried in the UK). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Panel 52, Tyne Cot cemetery, Belgium 

The view looking from Poelcappelle cemetery towards the dug in positions of 
the 6th Battalions advance (positions marked 4, 5 & 6 on the map and roughly 

in line with the telegraph poles). 
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Looking west towards Poelcappelle village from the cemetery (the church 
spire can be seen in the distance and positions 2, 4, 7 & 9 marked on the 

map). 
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence 
Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II. 

   and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
    will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

HOUTKERQUE 3.10.17  
 
Refitting and cleaning up after period in the line. 2nd LT  A.G RELTON took over command of ‘C’ Company from 

 

   2/LT  E.H LOXTON. 
 

- “ -     4-10-17  to Battn  practising over flagged and taped course near BOIS ST  ACAIRE for coming attack on POELCAPPELLE each 
 

 6.10.17  day  

- “ - 7.10.17  Battn marched from camp at 8.15 am and embussed at QUATRE CHEMINS crossroads at 9.0 am. Proceeded via  

   PROVEN and POPERINGHE to SIEGE CAMP. 
 

SIEGE CAMP 7.10.17 4.30PM  Owing to bad weather word to stand by till further orders received from Brigade.  

- “ - 7.10.17 8.45pm  Orders to relieve received.  Battn  moved off at 9.30 pm    via 4 Bridge  -  BELLE ALLIANCE - Duckboard  

   track to  GOURNIER FARM   –  RUDOLPH FARM – Duckboard track to STEENBEEK  at military Bridge where guide s 

   were met.            A   and   B Companies relieved  7th South Staffordshire Regt in the outpost line   C   and   D   Comp  anies 

   6th Border Regt in support at PHEASANT FARM cemetery.          Relief was not complete till 3.40 am on  

   8-10-17. Bn  Headquarters at  PHEASANT FARM. 
 

        Line and  8-10-17 till        Summary of operations for this period is attached.  

  attack on       10.10.1 7     (inclu sive) 
 

POELCAPPELLE     

         Line 10.10.17  The Battn  was relieved during night of 10/11th oct by 18th Division.             West Kent Regt.  Relief was     com   

        
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence 
Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II. 

   and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
    will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

The Line 11.10.17  
 
plete at 3.30 am.  Companies moved independently to IRISH FARM where they entrained for the SERQUES 

 

   area.  Casualties    Capt. J.F MYERS,  2/LT  F WELFORD, 2/LT   R GALTRY     Killed. 
 

                                  Lieut  H.  FIRTH,    Lieut A EADE      missing  

                                  2/Lieut  C.H BURRISS,    2/Lieut  J.G  HUNTRODS (attd  32nd L.T.M Bty) wounded. 
 

        Total casualties                          officer.                          O.R s.  

                                     Killed                  3                                38                                   These figures have been altered  

                                   Wounded              2                                169                                    from those on attached summa ry 

                                     missing              2                                  15                                  owing to some“missing” having  

                                                               7                                 222                                  been traced.  

 10.10.17 to Transport left  HOSPITAL FARM  by road for SERQUES via HERZEELE where they stayed the night of   

 11.10.17  10th/11th.  

SERQUES 11.10.17     Battn  detrained at WATTEN and marched to billets at SERQUES                     Strength   32 off    702      O.R  

-  do  - 12.10.17 to         Battn and company reorganisation and training.       Route marches etc.       Reinforcements arriving  

 19.10.17           during this period     4   off       70 OR.         2/Lieuts      C.F.S  OSMOND  ,   G.M  PUCKRIN  ,  M MCCOACH 
 

                                                                                                                                                             A.  PRIME 
 

-  do  - 20.10.17  Battn  left its billets at  SERQUES and marched to WATTEN       ,  thence by train to LILLERS,       and by   

        
 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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Instructions regarding War Diaries and Intelligence 

Summaries are contained in  F. S. Regs,  Part II. 
   and the Staff Manual  respectively. Title pages 
    will be prepared in manuscript. 

WAR DIARY  
OR 

INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 
(Erase heading not required) 

 
 
 

6th YORKSHIRE REGT 

Army Form C. 2118 
 

32 
11 

Place Date Hour Summary of events and information 
Remarks and 
references to 
Appendices 

   
 
road to billets at ECQUEDECQUES. 

 

ECQUEDECQUES 21-10-17 to Company training round billets. Football during the afternoon. 
 

 22.10.17    

 23.10.17  Battn  marched off at 9.0 am via LOZINGHAM – N of BRUAY – MARLES – LES MINES  to camp at HOUCHIN. 
 

HOUCHIN 23.10.17 to Brigade in Divisional Reserve,                Company and Battalion training and preparations for Trench Warfare    

 29.10.17  carried out daily  inter company competition and friendly football match in the afternoon  

   Inter company winner       Coy  

-  do  - 27.10.17  Church parade in Church army Hut HOUCHIN at 11.0 am.  

-  do  - 29.10.17  officers joining     2/Lieuts  A H  OATES ,  H RENDEL , B.S APPLEYARD , H.C RATCLIFF 
 

 30.10.17 
am  

1030 Marched off from HOUCHIN via NOEUX- les MINES to rest billets at MAZINGARBE. 
 

  5.30pm Moved up into Brigade support line, relieving 9th West Yorkshire Regt between LOOS & LENS. 
 

 31.10.17  Quiet day.   Working parties building fire steps in Reserve Line,  deepening and  

       improving communication trenches.  

     

   C. R. White  Lt  Col .   

   Commanding  6th Yorkshire Regt 
        

 
T2134.     Wt708-776.    500000        4/15.     Sir J. C. & S. 
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copy 
                 operation  for  7th to  10th   October  1917 
 
 
7 Oct 1917                Battn left HOUTKERQUE  by buses at 10 am  &  arrived 
                                SIEGE CAMP at 2 pm.   Heavy rain fell from 11am  until 
                                4 pm &  the weather was very cold.    The Battn received  
                                orders   to move  up the line to  relieve left Battalion 
                                of 33rd Brigade at 8.45 pm moved off at 9.35 pm  in 
                                rear of  9 th West Yorkshire owing to number of men 
                                on move at once,   there was much shelling until Battn 
                                had passed GOURNIER FARM  ‘A’&‘B’ Companies  
                                relieved the 7th  South  Staffordshire  Regt  in the  
                                outpost line,   ‘C’&’D’ Companies the Border Regt 
                                in support at PHEASANT FARM CEMETERY. 
                               The ground was very hard for moving Infantry,  the  
                               relief was not complete until 3-40 am 8th Oct 1917. 
 
 
8.Oct 1917                        Morning very quiet.    Orders to attack objective  
                               previously explained received during afternoon. 
                              Heavy rain fell from 5pm to 11pm . Owing to the night  
                               being exceptionally dark all runners lost their way 
                               between PHEASANT FARM &V.19.a.65.15        the Headquarters 
                               of companies in the line,  these Companies did not receive  
                               orders until 1 am 9th when it became lighter. 
 
 
9 Oct 1917                        Intelligence officer attempted to put out the Tapes for 
                               lining up at 7-30 pm on the 8th but owing to the rain 
                               drowning the Tapes & the darkness ,Tapes were not in position 
                               until  2 am.      This prevented a reconnaissance of the  
                               tapes by Company officers & greatly hindered the forming up 
                               The Intelligence Officer & Scouts guided the companies 
                               on to the Tapes & the Battn formed up at 4-30 am   
 
 
                                                                                                    (Cont) 

1 
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operation  for  7th to  10th   October  1917(Cont. Page 2) 
 
9 Oct 1917              Patrols left in posts came in at 5 am. Zero 5.20 am 
   (Cont)          One NCO + 3 men were left in a dug out  at V.19.b.60.2             
                        during barrage. The enemy shelling was very heavy during  
                        the whole of the night,  but there was no actual enemy    
                        barrage as far as could be seen.    Our own barrage    
                        was very ill defined & the H.E & heavy batteries fired 
                        very short. 
                                There was little opposition in the village until    
                        the fork in the roads opposite the BREWERY was 
                        reached & some  150 – 200  prisoners were taken  
                        at the BREWERY heavy Machine Gun fire was met 

with from about V.20.a.33     MEUNIER HOUSE & from 
direction of  STRING HOUSES, several of the concrete 
block houses N.W of the BREWERY were taken but owing to 
machine gun fire the general could not be held.   The 

                        line was finally dug in at 8 am  from V.20.a.15.55      to 
V.20.a.00.80    V.19.b.7.5.80    Many casualties were caused 

                        during digging in from Machine Gun fire & heavy rifle 
                        fire at close range from both flanks. 
                       The Light Trench Mortars attached to the Battn  
                        were destroyed by shell fire early   &   did not 
                        come into action.  The weather prevented the  
                        co- operation of the Tanks directed to take 
                        the BREWERY & their loss was greatly felt 
                        at the time of digging in.  Battn was not in touch  
                        on either flank. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                    (Cont) 

2 

3 

4 

5 6 
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                 operation  for  7th to  10th   October  1917(Cont. Page 3) 
 
 
9 Oct 1917              At 11-5 “W” Company of 8th Duke of Wellington               
   (Cont)        Regt was moved up in close support on left of village 
                      & dug in at V.19.b.95.68      to 70.75. 
                     [UNREADABLE] & Bombs were sent up by 34th Brigade 
                     at 12-25 pm & duly arrived at Capt Jawnings 
                     Headquarters at about V.19.b.7.4      - I desire that 
                     the thanks of the Battn be conveyed to this party  
                     who moved up with utmost coolness to the  
                     frontline in broad daylight. 
                     at 11.30 am Aeroplanes reported enemy moving up S.W 
                     in busses from  N.E   &   expected to come into action 
                     between 4-5pm. this attack did not materialise. 
                                   The remainder of the day was quiet except 
                     for sniping & some Machine Gun fire.    About 5pm 
                  about 40 of of the enemy reoccupied the dug outs  

                    N.W of the BREWERY & caused an advance post  
                    of 9 men at  V.20.a.25.90        to retire in the main 
                    line.        It had already been decided to withdraw  
                    this post.   The night was occupied in  
                    organisation & getting in touch with flanking Battalions 
                    & evacuating wounded. 
 
10 Oct 1917.          From  4-30 am until 5-30 am enemy put down  
                    a very heavy barrage along line  V.19  central 
                     to    RETOUR  CROSS  ROADS   but no attack 
                    followed.  
                      
 
                                                                                    (Cont) 
 

 
 

8 7 

9 

10 
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operation  for  7th to  10th   October  1917(Cont. Page 4) 
 
 
10 Oct 1917        Remainder of day quiet except for some              
   (Cont)              sniping & Machine gun fire. 
                                    Battn was relieved by 18th  Div.   West  
                           Kent Regt during night, relief was complete by 
                           3.30 am &   marched to   IRISH  FARM  where 
                           they entrained for  SERQUES AREA. 
                                                 Casualties sustained during the action 
                            were as follows. 
                                                                      Officers           O.R 
                            Killed                                      3                 40 
                            Wounded                                2                159 
                            Missing                                  2                  29  . 
                                         Totals                        7 .             228   . 
 
                            Copies of all communications received & sent 
                            during this action have already been forwarded 
                            to Brigade Headquarters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       13/10/17                                             6th Battn Yorkshire Regt.     
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Pheasant farm  

Arrows represent area 
and direction which 
Battalion runners became 
lost until 1am 09/10/1917. 

 

Map for page 170 
1. HQ of companies in the line. 
2. Dugout at V.19.b.60.2. 
3. Meunier house V.20.a33. 
4. Final line dig in V.20.a.15.55. 
5. Final line dig in V.20.a.00.80. 
6. Final line dig in V.19.b.7.5.80. 
7. ‘W’ Company, Duke of Wellington Regt 

dig in V.19.b.95.68. 
8. ‘W’ Company, Duke of Wellington Regt 

dig in V.19.b.70.75. 
9. Capt Jawnings HQ V.19.b.7.4. 
10. Advance post of 9 men V.20.a.25.90. 
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Map for pages 172 & 174 
1. HQ of companies in the line. 
2. Dugout at V.19.b.60.2. 
3. Meunier house V.20.a33. 
4. Final line dig in V.20.a.15.55. 
5. Final line dig in V.20.a.00.80. 
6. Final line dig in V.19.b.7.5.80. 
7. ‘W’ Company, Duke of Wellington Regt 

dig in V.19.b.95.68. 
8. ‘W’ Company, Duke of Wellington Regt 

dig in V.19.b.70.75. 
9. Capt Jawnings HQ V.19.b.7.4. 
10. Advance post of 9 men V.20.a.25.90. 

Meunier House  

String Houses  

Brewery 

Direction of 
attack by 6th 
Battalion, 
Yorkshire 
Regiment. 
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PART FOURTEEN 
 

Accounts of the Battle of Poelcappelle. 
 

9th Battalion, West Yorkshire Regiment. 

9th October, 1917 

 

"Zero" hour on 9th October was 5.20 a.m. when the British Artillery barrage 
came down promptly on the enemy's front line and his emplacements. But 
the ground was sodden, inches deep in mud and in an altogether appalling 
condition, so that many "H.E." shells did not burst. The heavy rain of the 
previous day and night had turned No Mans Land into a veritable quagmire, 
and the Battalion Diary records that "the ground was churned up so as to 
be one endless mass of shell-holes; mud and water was everywhere, and 
almost impassable." 

The barrage was moving at a rate of 100 yards in four minutes as the West 
Yorkshire men advanced, floundering through mud and filth, skirting the 
shell-holes where possible, though mostly having to "take" whatever came 
in the way in order to keep formation. Seven minutes after the British 
barrage opened, the German barrage fell, but generally it was not heavy. 
The British guns, however, literally plastered the enemy's trenches and 
emplacements with shell of all calibre, and the ordeal through which the 
Germans were passing must have been terrible indeed, the records speak 
of it as" terrific". Yet, through all that hell of bursting shell and storm of 
shrapnel the hostile "pill boxes" (or emplacements) stood practically 
unharmed and, as the British troops went forward, murderous machine-gun 
fire met their advance, for the machine-guns, safely ensconced in these "pill 
boxes" could not be silenced. Hostile cross-fire and traversing machine-gun 
fire swept the whole of the Divisional front, and the ranks of the attacking 
troops thinned very quickly. The enemy had made good use of the ruins of 
Poelcappelle, concealing in them his riflemen and machine-gunners, who 
were able to fire in enfilade." 
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Battalion War Diary; 

 

"On our left flank the attack was held up at the Brewery and after heavy 
casualties the 6th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment found themselves with both 
flanks "in the air". Very few officers were left in either the Yorkshire 
Regiment or our own Battalion, and the lack of command began to have 
effect. On the left, the 6th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment was completely 
hung up and the remnants of the Battalion fell back in the hope of 
reorganising. When our men saw this, news quickly spread that the 6th 
Yorkshires were retiring, and as the enemy had by this time parties almost 
in line with us on this front, some took up a position further back so as to 
preserve the general line and remain in touch with our flanks. Meanwhile, 
the attack progressed with less resistance on the right and further headway 
would doubtless have been possible but for the stoppage in the centre and 
on the left. The only course open in view of heavy casualties, the serious 
resistance and the prospect of a counter-attack in a few hours was to 
consolidate as far as possible and prepare to hold the line approximately to 
our assembly line. Every effort was made with this object in view, and to 
guard against any serious attempt to dislodge us from the position the 6th 
Battalion Lincolnshire Regiment was brought into position between 
Pheasant Farm and Retour Cross-roads". 

But for the moment the Battalion was safe from counter-attack, for from 
statements made by prisoners taken it was evident that the enemies’ losses 
had been very heavy, for a new division had taken over his front line on the 
previous night and the stoutness of his resistance had resulted in a heavy 
role of casualties. 

After the attack had come to a standstill and the assaulting Battalions had 
consolidated their positions, numerous parties went out from both sides in 
order to collect the wounded and dead. For the time being both British and 
Germans refrained from firing on one another during this mournful task, and 
in one place the opposing troops were but 30 yards apart. As long as 
daylight lasted the work continued and when darkness fell the role was 
called. Heavy, indeed, had been the losses of the 9th West Yorkshires, 12 
officers and 203 other ranks being killed, wounded and missing. 
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Officers killed Captain L C Kirk, Leiut F H Evans and 2nd Leiut R A Harris, 
B Roberts, G C G Grose and E J Woods, Leiut E S Pyne died of wounds 
12th October 

Other ranks 47 killed, 113 wounded, 43 missing. 

At 3.30 a.m. we were roused out and told to go down to the forward position 
as another attack was to be made at dawn. Half asleep we made our way 
down the Gravenstafel road to where the guns had been left in a line on the 
roadside which was as far as the gunners had been able to get them. When 
the attack opened at 5 a. m. the guns of the whole Brigade had to fire over 
one another in support of our Divisional infantry. Breakfast was sent down 
from the cookhouse a mile behind but by the time it reached us the tea was 
cold and the bacon fat congealed. At 1.30 we were relieved by two other 
signallers and after helping them to put up some sort of shelter with ground 
sheets we went back to the old position at Wieltje. 

 

Norman Tennant of Ilkley (11th West Riding Howitzer Battery, 49th 
Division): Description of the battle 

 

"Urgent messages kept coming through asking us to concentrate [our guns] 
on certain spots where wave after wave of infantry had been hurled back by 
the storm of bullets. The Fritzes must be fighting like the very demons of 
hell. Wounded were now coming down in a continual stream, but the 
number of prisoners became significantly less. . . and it seemed indeed that 
we were engaged in a hopeless task." One by one the guns of Wade's 
battery were knocked out. Wagon-teams carrying ammunition and food to 
the batteries and to the front beyond rarely got through. The guns 
themselves were breaking from the strain of continuous use; they were 
burning hot, and their breech-blocks jammed and had to be opened with 
pickaxes. "Reinforcements shambled up past the guns with dragging steps 
and the expressions of men who knew they were going to certain death. No 
words of greeting passed as they slouched along; in sullen silence they filed 
past one by one to the sacrifice. Now and again the flash and roar of a shell 
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would leave a sudden gap in the procession, but they closed up with half-
dazed, quickening steps. There was one less, that was all." 

 

‘From Bapaume to Passchendaele: 1917’, Philip Gibbs (1918, 1965), 
pp.329-336 

 

Another battle was fought and another advance was made by our troop’s 
to-day with the French, in a great assault on their left. Our Allies gained 
about 1200 yards of ground in two strides, captured some hundreds of 
prisoners and many machine-guns and two field-guns, and killed large 
numbers of the enemy in this attack, and in the bombardments which have 
preceded it. 

The Allied troops are within a few hundred  yards of that forest of which 
Marlborough spoke when he said, "Whoever holds Houthulst Forest holds 
Flanders," and have gone forward about 1500 yards in depth along a line 
beyond Poelcappelle across the Ypres-Gheluvelt road. The enemy has 
suffered big losses again. Two new divisions just brought into the line - the 
227th straight from Rheims only getting into the line at three o’clock this 
morning, and the 195th arrived from Russia - have received a fearful 
baptism of fire, and at least three other divisions - the 16th, 233rd, and 45th 
Reserve Division – have been hard hit and are now bleeding from many 
wounds and have given many prisoners from their ranks into our hands. 

How was this thing done? How did we have any success to-day when even 
the most optimistic men were preyed upon last night by horrid doubts? Our 
troops, we know, are wonderful. There is nothing they could be asked to do 
which they would not try to do, and struggle to the death to do. But last 
night's attack might have seemed hopeless in the morning except to men 
who had weighed all the chances, who had all the evidence in their hands - 
evidence, I mean, of the measure of the enemy's strength and spirit - and 
who took the terrific responsibility of saying "Go!" to the start of this battle. 

It was a black and dreadful night, raining more heavily after heavy rains. 
The wind howled and raged across Flanders with long, sinister wailings as it 
gathered speed and raced over the fields. Heavy storm-clouds hiding the 
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moon and the stars broke, and a deluge came down, drenching all our 
soldiers who marched along the roads and tracks, making ponds about 
them where they stood. And it was cold, with a coldness cutting men with 
the sharp sword of the wind, and there was no glimmer of light in the 
darkness. To those of us who know the crater-land of the battlefields, who 
with light kit or no kit have gone stumbling through it, picking their way 
between the shell-holes in daylight, taking hours to travel a mile or two, it 
might have seemed impossible that great bodies of troops could go forward 
in assault over such country and win any kind of success in such 
conditions. That they did so is a proof, one more proof to add to a thousand 
others, that our troops have in them an heroic spirit which is above the 
normal laws of life, and that whatever the conditions may be, they will face 
them and grapple with them, and, if the spirit and flesh of man can do it, 
overcome the impossible itself. This battle seems to me as wonderful as 
anything we have done since the Highlanders and the Naval Division 
captured Beaumont-Hamel in the mud and the fog. More wonderful even 
than that, because on a greater scale and in more foul weather. 

This morning I have been among the Lancashire and West Riding men of 
the 66th and 49th Divisions who lay out last night before the attack, which 
followed the first gleams of dawn to-day, and who marched up - no, they did 
not march but staggered and stumbled up to take part in the attack. These 
men I met had come back wounded. Only in the worst days of the Somme 
have I seen such figures. They were plastered from head to foot in wet 
mud. Their hands and faces were covered with clay, like the hands and 
faces of dead men. They had tied bits of sacking round their legs, and this 
was stuck on them with clots of mud. Their belts and tunics were covered 
with a thick, wet slime. They were soaked to the skin, and their hair was stiff 
with clay. They looked to me like men who had been buried alive and dug 
up again, and when I spoke to them I found that some of them had been 
buried alive and unburied while they still had life.  

They told me this simply, as if it were a normal thing. "A shell burst close," 
said a Lancashire fellow, "and I was buried up to the neck." "Do you mean 
up to the neck?” I asked, and he said, "Yes, up to the neck." There were 
many like that, and others, without being flung down by a shell-burst or 
buried in its crater, fell up to their waists in shell-holes and up to their arm-
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pits, and sank in water and mud. A long column of men whom I knew had to 
make their way up at night to join in the attack at the dawn. I had seen them 
the day before, with rain slashing down on their steel hats and their shiny 
capes, and I thought they were as grand a set of lads as ever I have seen in 
France. They were men of the Lancashire Battalions in the 66th Division. 

It was at dusk that they set out on their way up to the battle-line, and it was 
only a few miles they had to go. But it took them eleven hours to go that 
distance, and they did not get to the journey's end until half an hour before 
they had to attack. It was not a march. It was a long struggle against the 
demons of a foul night on the battlefield. The wind blew a gale against 
them, slapping their faces with wet canes, so that their flesh stung as at the 
slash of whips. It buffeted them against each other and clutched at their 
rifles and tried to wrench their packs off their backs. And the rain poured 
down upon them in fierce gusts until they were only dry where their belts 
crossed, and their boots were filled with water. It was pitch-dark at the 
beginning of the night, and afterwards there was only the light of the stars. 
They could not see a yard before them, but only the dark figure of the man 
ahead. Often that figure ahead fell suddenly with a shout. It had fallen in to 
a deep shell-hole and disappeared.. . . Gallant men. They had no complaint 
against fate that had thrust them into this morass, nor any whimper against 
their hard luck. They told of the hard time they had had simply and gravely, 
without exaggeration and without self-pity, but as men who had been 
through a frightful ordeal with many thousands of others whose luck was no 
better than theirs and whose duty was the same. They came under severe 
machine-gun fire from some of the German blockhouses, especially on their 
flanks. Our barrage-fire had gone travelling beyond them, and because of 
the swamps and pools it was impossible to keep pace with it. Men were 
lugging each other out of the bogs, rescuing each other free from the rain-
filled shell-pits. So they lost the only protection there is from machine-guns, 
the screen of great belts of gun-fire, and the Germans had time to get out of 
the concrete houses and to get up from the shell-holes and fire at our 
advancing groups of muddy men. Many Germans were sniping from these 
holes, and others were up broken trees with machine-guns on small 
wooden platforms. I met one man to-day who had eleven comrades struck 
down in his own group by one of the snipers. A party was detached to 
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search for the German rifleman, but they could not find him. They got ahead 
through Peter Pan House and then they had to face another blast of 
machine-gun fire. The German garrison, in a place called Yetta House, 
gave trouble in the same way, and there was a nest of machine-guns ahead 
at Bellevue. Some Yorkshire lads of the 49th Division went up there to rout 
them out, but what happened is not yet known. 

 

‘The New Zealand Division at Passchendaele’, Christopher Pugsley, 
pp.272-290 in Passchendaele in Perspective: The Third Battle of Ypres, ed. 
Peter H. Liddle (1997), p.283 

 

On 10 October, the New Zealanders moved back into the line and took over 
from 49th Division.  

The relief in line was a nightmare. Private Leonard Hart of the Otago 
Battalion wrote of the five-mile approach march through the mud. "We 
struggled on through this sea of mud for some hours and everyone was 
feeling pretty well done. It was quite common for a man to get stuck in the 
mud and have to get three or four to drag him out. Well, we at length arrived 
at our destination - the front line and relieved the worn out Tommies. They 
had not attempted to dig trenches but had simply held the line by occupying 
a long line of shell holes, two or three men to each hole." The New 
Zealanders had no sooner taken over the line than: "we were surprised to 
hear agonised cries of "stretcher bearer", "help", "For God's sake come 
here" etc. coming from all sides of us... and were astonished to find about 
half a dozen Tommies, badly wounded, some insane, others almost dead 
with starvation and exposure, lying stuck in the mud and too weak to 
move." These were some of the 127 stretcher cases left behind by 49th 
Division, many more had died. Evacuation "was extremely difficult, involving 
a 3 and a half mile carry over tracks under heavy fire from artillery, 
machine-guns, and snipers, and rendered a quagmire by the heavy rain." 
Hart mirrored feelings of most New Zealanders in writing to his parents: 
"still the fact remains that nothing was done until our chaps came up, and 
whoever is responsible for the unnecessary sacrifice of those lives 
deserves to be shot more than any Hun ever did." 
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(On) the night of 10th, all four companies were withdrawn to the Old British 
Line, whence the Battalion marched back to Vlamertinghe in the early hours 
of the 11th, having to traverse roads often knee-deep in mud. Somewhere 
about 5-30 a.m. on the 11th October, the New Zealanders completed the 
relief of the 146th Brigade, and all four Battalions of the West Yorkshires 
were, by the evening, located in No.2 Camp, Vlamertinghe. On the following 
morning the Brigade moved to the Winnizeele area for training. 

Later that month, CO Brig.-General M. D. Goring-Jones went home to 
England. 146th Brigade (less 1/6th WY) was inspected and congratulated 
by Lieut.-General Godley of II ANZAC Corps, who commended all ranks on 
their fine work on 9th October. 

 

Should the Third Battle of Ypres have been called off in October 1917? 

 

On 4 October an attack on an eight-mile front by troops of eight divisions 
(four Anzac in the 2nd Army and four in the 5th Army) won control of much 
of the ridge including part of the Gheluvelt Plateau, Polygon Wood and 
Broodseinde. However, the fine weather, which had prevailed for most of 
the previous month, had broken on the night of 3 October and some rain 
had fallen. Some units had reported heavy casualties because worsening 
conditions underfoot had resulted in their falling too far behind the creeping 
artillery barrage that protected them. On the afternoon of 4 October a fine 
drizzle had settled in across the whole battlefield and the forecast was that 
rainfall would increase 

Was it worth continuing the battle for the remainder of the ridge? 

According to Brigadier-General Sir James Edmonds (author of the 'Official 
History') on the evening of 7 October General Plumer (2nd Army) and 
General Gough (5th Army) met Haig at GHQ and indicated to him that 
'though willing to continue, they would welcome a closing down of the 
campaign' ('Military Operations in France and Belgium', Vol. 2, page 325). 
There is an ongoing debate about this meeting among historians because 
there is 'no real documentary evidence' (Simkins: Essay on Herbert Plumer 
in 'Haig's Generals') for it having taken place. There is no mention of it in 
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Haig's diary entry for 7 October and Gough made no mention of the 
meeting in his memoirs in 1931. Plumer died in 1932 and left no memoirs or 
papers behind him. However, Gough was sent the draft of 'Military 
Operations in France and Belgium', Vol. 2 by Edmonds 'for providing 
explanations, filling gaps and generally furnishing corrections, additions and 
suggestions' and it would appear that he did not choose to question 
Edmonds' account of the meeting on the evening of 7 October. (Indeed, at 
this stage, could it have been Gough who mentioned this meeting as one of 
the 'additions' that Edmonds appeared to have been welcoming?) 

Despite the weather which had markedly worsened on 7 October with 
squalls of cold drenching rain and deteriorating ground conditions (both of 
which Haig was fully aware) the decision was made to attack Poelcappelle. 

Edmonds wrote that 'this momentous decision' was explained by Haig's 
view that it was necessary in order to 'continue to divert German attention 
from the other Allied fronts'. In particular, Haig claimed to be concerned with 
what he perceived to be the slow recovery of the French Army after the 
mutinies earlier in the year. Because of the granting of extra leave in an 
attempt to address one of the grievances of the French soldiers the 
effective strength of the French Army had been reduced by 340,000 men 
and this meant that parts of the French front line appeared to be thinly held. 
In a statement made to Lloyd George, dated 8 October, Haig gave his 
opinion that, 'neither the French Government nor the military authorities will 
venture to call on their troops for any further great and sustained effort, at 
any rate before it becomes evident that the enemy's strength has been 
definitely and finally broken'. In fact, as the British continued to struggle in 
Flanders, on 23 October the French were to launch an attack in the 
Champagne area, advance over 6 km. in four days, and capture over 
11,000 prisoners and 180 guns. 

Gough and Plumer (and his Chief of Staff, Harington) remained optimistic in 
their encounters with war correspondents (but how could they be 
otherwise?) and years later Harington wrote that there had been no 
fundamental disagreement between Plumer and Haig over the conduct of 
the 3rd Battle of Ypres. A few hours before the attack on Poelcappelle, 
Harington announced to assembled war correspondents that a 
breakthrough was imminent. However, Bean, the official Australian 
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historian, was present and recorded his fear that the attack was 'a great 
bloody experiment, a huge gamble and no more than that', and concluded 
that taking the rest of the ridge had now become an obsession with Haig. 

After a brief lull on the evening of 7/8 October the rain came down again in 
torrents in the afternoon of 8 October and weather reports showed more 
stormy weather approaching and no improvement in sight. 

Haig's diary records that Gough telephoned Kiggell (Haig's Chief of Staff) 
on 8 October 'as to postponement' of the battle. The entry does not state 
Gough's own view but that Gough reported General Maxse's wish that the 
battle should be postponed. 

The battle for Poelcappelle, 9 October, was a shambles because of 
inadequate artillery, appalling weather, and breakdowns in communication. 

British casualties were very high and remained high for the rest of the 
month, the third worst month in terms of casualties throughout the war 
(exceeded only by July 1916 and April 1917). Official estimates put British 
casualties at 110,000 for October 1917 (figures received by the War 
Cabinet on 1 November). 

However, there is some evidence (and some of it survives in Haig's diary) 
that suggests that, although Gough and Plumer continued to carry out 
Haig's orders after the disaster at Poelcappelle, they did so with more 
caution and less conviction than formerly. 

Liddell Hart ('The First World War') noted that, after further bad weather, 
Gough telephoned Plumer on 11 October suggesting a postponement of 
the attack planned for the following day (the so-called 'First' Battle for 
Passchendaele) and Plumer consulted Lieut. General Godley of 2 Anzac 
Corps, mainly responsible for the attack. Godley, whose grasp of the 
situation was later shown to have been faulty, wanted to press on. Plumer 
agreed. Yet Haig's diary records that on 12 October Plumer halted the 
advance of 2nd Army towards Passchendaele because of the quagmire of 
the battlefield. A later entry records that on 26 October (the start of the 
'Second' Battle for Passchendaele) Gough contacted Kiggell and 
recommended 'delaying further operations until frost set in'. 
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Haig insisted on maintaining the assaults on Passchendaele and eventually 
it was captured by the Canadian Army Corps on 6 November. Four days 
later, after another Canadian attack had captured a further 100 - 200 
metres of the ridge, the campaign was wound up. 12,000 Canadians had 
been killed and wounded since 26 October. 

The debate over the casualties incurred in the 3rd Battle of Ypres has been 
bitterly contested ever since the battle was concluded. Haig is supposed to 
have been informed after Passchendaele had been captured that half a 
million men had been lost. Jan Smuts, a member of the War Cabinet 
mentioned a figure of half a million British casualties (in which he included 
the casualties for the Battle of Messines) at a meeting in June 1918. The 
'Official History' put British casualties at 238,000. However, its author, 
Edmonds, gave a confidential estimate of 332,432 to the Australian official 
historian, Bean, during the 1920s. The handy 'quarter of a million' often 
quoted in texts is probably too low although a recently republished work on 
3rd Ypres ('Passchendaele: the Untold Story', Prior and Wilson) suggests 
the same figure. (Prior and Wilson actually state a figure of 275,000, but 
that includes casualties from the Battle of Messines that amounted to about 
25,000). A figure nearer 300,000 for Messines and 3rd Ypres would not be 
unrealistic. We will never know. 
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PART FIFTEEN 
 

Post Dixons death 

 

Newspaper cuttings announcing the death of Dixon Overfield (Believed to be from the Scarborough 
Mercury newspaper). The newspaper cutting on the right incorrectly states that both Dixon and 

Harold Crimlisk were transferred to the West Yorkshire Regiment. 
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Private Dixon Overfield’s medal card, the remarks box simply says “Dead”.5 

The 3 UK war memorials where Private Dixon Overfield is commemorated from left to right, St Oswald’s 
church, Filey, Filey war memorial and finally Muston war memorial which incorrectly states Dixon’s death as 

being in France rather than Belgium. 
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PART SIXTEEN 

The sacrifice 
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6th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment 
(Alexandra Princess of Wales own) 

officers killed 01/01/17 - 9/10/17 
obituaries 

 
 
Captain John Leslie Derrick–6th Battalion (27th August 1917). 

John Derrick was born in Cheltenham on September 4th 1890 and educated 
at Cheltenham Grammar School and Pembroke College Oxford where he 
studied mathematics and history. Before the war he worked as an Assistant 
Master at Coatham Grammar School in Redcar.  

John Derrick enlisted with the Royal Fusiliers, City of London Regiment at 
the onset of war and was commissioned in December of 1914. He served 
in Egypt and arrived on the Western Front in July 1916 and joined with the 
6th Yorkshires in October 1916 at Beaumetz. 

In June of 1917 John Derrick fought at the Battle of Messines and was 
promoted to Captain the following month. 

In the Ypres Salient on August 27th during the Battalion’s attack on a 
German position known as the “White House” near Langemark, a platoon 
had gone forward suffering heavy losses and losing their officer. Captain 
Derrick went up to try and assist them and was killed in this attempt. He 
died on August 27th 1917 at the age of twenty seven. 

His body lost in the chaos and confusion of the battlefield his name is 
remembered today on the Yorkshire panels of the Tyne Cot Memorial. 

Captain John Leslie Derrick was the son of the Reverend John George and 
Mrs Edith Derrick of 2 Royal Crescent in Cheltenham. 

His name is also inscribed on Cheltenham War Memorial. 

His CO wrote later, “I can assure you that this Battalion has suffered a very 
great loss and both officers and men greatly feel his death”. 
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Lt Arnold Leslie Duddell–6th Battalion attached from 3rd South 
Staffordshires (27th September 1917). 

Arnold Duddell was born at Evesham in Worcestershire in 1897 and was 
educated at Wolverhampton Grammar School. He was a fine cricketer and 
was about to start teacher training before the war intervened. 

Commissioned into the 3rd Battalion of the South Staffordshire Regiment in 
August of1915 he saw action with them during the Somme offensive and in 
October of 1916 was attached to the 6th Yorkshires joining them in a 
training area at Beaumetz. 

Early 1917 saw Lt Duddell and the 6th Battalion mainly engaged in providing 
working parties in the Bertrancourt sector, before moving in early May to a 
camp north of Meteren in preparation for the Battle of Messines where they 
saw action on June 7th. 

August found the Battalion in the Ypres Salient as the Passchendaele 
offensive began and the first three weeks of September were spent around 
Poperinghe. 

On September 24th the Battalion went back into the line along the Yser 
canal and two days later in actions close to Poelcapelle Lt Duddell was shot 
through the chest. 

Lt Arnold Leslie Duddell died as he was being taken to a dressing station on 
September 27th 1917 at the age of twenty. 

His grave today lies in Bard Cottage Cemetery one mile north of Ypres on 
the west side of the road to Boezinghe. 

Arnold Duddell was the second son of Albert and Minnie Duddell of 
Tettenhall in Wolverhampton. 

2nd Lt Aylmer Eade – 6th Battalion (9th October 1917). 

Aylmer Eade, a vicar’s son was born at Aycliffe in County Durham on 
January 28th 1892. 
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Lt Harold Firth 8 

In 1910 he entered Trinity College at Cambridge and initially saw war 
service in the ranks of the Royal Fusiliers before being commissioned in 
May 1915. 

He joined the 2nd Battalion on October 2nd 1915, just after the Battle of 
Loos and was then appointed adjutant to the 6th Battalion and joined them 
at Beaumetz in October 1916 on the Somme. 

He fought at the Battle of Messines in June of 1917 after which the 
Battalion were involved in the third Battle of Ypres, The Battle of 
Passchendaele. 

They fought in August on the Salient and then had a rest period at 
Poperinghe in early September. 

On October 7th they moved up to the front again facing the Poelcapelle 
Line. At 4-30 am on October 9th the Battalion advance began towards the 
village of Poelcapelle. 

2nd Lt Aylmer Eade was initially posted as “wounded and missing” but in fact 
had been killed in the attack on October 9th 1917 aged twenty five. 

His body was recovered and today lies in Cement House Cemetery just to 
the west of Langemark. 

He was the son of the Reverend Charles John Aylmer Eade and his wife 
Constance of Aycliffe Vicarage near Darlington. 

Lt Harold Firth – 6th Battalion (9th October 1917). 
 
Harold Firth died during the 3rd Battle of Ypres, more 
commonly known as Passchendaele. 

Serving with the 6th Battalion he attacked with his men 
towards the German held village of Poelcapelle at 5-
30am on October 9th 1917. 

As they entered the village very little opposition was 
met until they reached the brewery. Here they came 
under heavy machine gun and rifle fire from enemy 
positions at String Houses and Meunier House, many 
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casualties resulting from these actions. 

Harold Firth was wounded in this action and died later in the day of 
October 9th 1917. 

His grave can be seen today in Poelcapelle British Cemetery six 
miles north east of Ypres. 

Lt Harold Firth was the son of Luther Firth of Keighley, Yorkshire and the 
husband of Dorothy Firth of Walsall. 

2nd Lt Raymond Galtry – 6th Battalion (9th October 1917). 
 
Raymond Galtry was serving with the 6th Battalion when he died during the 
third Battle of Ypres, Passchendaele offensive. 

On October 9th 1917 the Battalion formed up at 4-30am for an attack on the 
German held village of Poelcapelle. It was to be a daylong fight for the 
Yorkshires advancing towards and into the village with little opposition until 
reaching the brewery when they suffered many casualties from heavy 
machine gun fire coming from enemy positions at Meunier House and 
String Houses. 

2nd Lt Raymond Galtry died in this action on October 9th 1917. 

His body lost in the chaos and confusion of the fighting his name is 
remembered today on the Yorkshire panels of the Tyne Cot Memorial in the 
heart of the old battlefield. 

Captain John Flesher Myers DCM – 4th-2nd and 6th Battalions 
(9th October 1917). 
 
John Myers was born in Guycroft near Otley on March 27th 1877 and was 
educated at the Westgate School in the town. 

He joined the Yorkshire Regiment as a private soldier in December 1894 
and spent ten years in India and three in South Africa with the Regiment 
before retiring as a sergeant in 1913. 
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Captain John Flesher Myers 
DCM  9

He spent time as a warder at the Borstal 
Institution at Feltham in London and then worked 
at Northallerton jail just before the war. 

He married Miss Lillie Benson at Richmond in 
June of 1914 and when war was declared 
returned to the 4th Battalion as Company 
Sergeant Major. He was promoted to Regimental 
Sergeant Major in September of 1915. 

John Myers received the DCM in January 1916 
for, “Conspicuous gallantry and resource in 
holding under heavy fire with a small party of men 
until relieved a trench which had nearly been 
obliterated by shellfire.” 

RSM Myers was also decorated with the Croix de Guerre by General Foch 
on behalf of the French people. 

In April 1916 he was commissioned and joined the 2nd Battalion being 
wounded in action at Glatz Redoubt during the Somme offensive. 

He was invalided home and spent some time at Hartlepool and when fully 
recovered joined the 6th Battalion in October of 1916 at Beaumetz. 

He was promoted to Lieutenant in early 1917 and then made Captain in 
July after actions at the Battle of Messines. 

The 6th Battalion then moved into the Passchendaele offensive and on 
October 9th at 4-30am Captain Myers led his men in an attack on the village 
of Poelcapelle where heavy casualties ensued as the men were caught in 
heavy fire from both flanks. 

Captain John Flesher Myers DCM was killed in this action on October 9th 
1917 at the age of forty. 

A brother officer wrote later to his family, 

“We officers and men deeply sympathise with you in your loss. The 
Regiment has lost a gallant and noble officer, one whose place will be hard 
to fill.” 
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His body lost, Captain Myers is remembered today on the Tyne Cot 
Memorial and also on Northallerton War Memorial. 

He was the husband of Lillie Myers of 6 Dudley Terrace, Northallerton. 

2nd Lt Frederick Welford – 6th Battalion (9th October 1917). 

Frederick Welford first served in the ranks of the Royal Fusiliers before his 
commission and attachment to the Kings Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. 

Joining with the 6th Yorkshires after their return from Gallipoli and Egypt, 2nd 
Lt Welford was with the Battalion when they entered the Passchendaele 
offensive in the autumn of 1917. 

At 4-30am on October 9th, 2nd Lt Welford and his men advanced towards the 
German held village of Poelcapelle. Initially they met little resistance until 
they reached the cross roads close to the brewery where many men fell 
due to close range rifle and machine gun fire from both flanks. 

2nd Lt Frederick Welford was killed in this action on October 9th 1917 and his 
body lost is remembered today on the Yorkshire panels of the Tyne Cot 
Memorial set in the heart of the old Passchendaele battlefield. 
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6th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment (Alexandra, Princess 
of Wales) January-September 1917 deaths. 

 
RANK SURNAME FORNAME SERVICE 

NUMBER 
DATE OF 
DEATH AGE MEMORIAL 

/CEMETERY 
PLACE OF 

BIRTH/RESIDENCE 

Private DUNNETT FREDERICK 

33342 
(Form 4279 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

01/01/1917 
(DOW) 37 

St. Sever 
Cemetery 
Extension, 
O. IV. G. 1. 

Billingford, nr 
Diss, Norfolk. 

Private CARTMELL ROBERT 28108 12/01/1917 
(DOW) 23 

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery, I. 
F. 47.  

Eaglescliffe, 
Durham. 

Private HARRIS ROLAND 

33544 
(Form 

26646 York 
& Lancs) 

12/01/1917 
(DOW) 20 

Contay 
British 

Cemetery, 
VII. B. 14. 

Pontefract.  

Cpl KELLY MICHAEL 16955 12/01/1917 
(KIA) 26 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Newbottle, 
Houghton. 

Private GALLAGHER JOHN 14851 13/01/1917 
(KIA) 33 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Swainforth, 
Foxwood. 

Private HEAD RICHARD 9049 13/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Kennington, 
London. 

Private WINDROSS HENRY 18610 13/01/1917 
(KIA) 33 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Sandhutton, 
Thirsk. 

Private DODDS ROBERT 14712 14/01/1917 
(DOW) 21 

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery, I. 
F. 55. 

Sunderland. 

Private CHAPMAN EDGAR 28460 15/01/1917 
(DOW) 23 

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery, I. 
F. 58. 

Hawnby, Yorks. 

Private BATEMAN ROBERT 11092 17/01/1917 
(DOW) 23 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Monkwearmouth, 
Sunderland. 

Private BROWN THOMAS 25186 17/01/1917 
(KIA) 19 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Hartlepool. 

L/Cpl CLEMMENT JOHN 
21098 
(Form 

22572 D.L.I) 

17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Wilston, Ferryhill. 
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Private CRABTREE GEORGE 3/9420 17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Middlesbrough.  

Private DEWS WALLACE 

33540 
(Form 
31537 

11thRes 
Hussar). 

17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Halifax. 

Private ELKINS CHARLES 

33512 
(Form 

32038 11th 
Res 

Hussar). 

17/01/1917 
(KIA) 18 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Edmonton, 
Middx. 

Private HOPE STEPHEN 28561 17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Stockton. 

Private LONG WALTER 

33520 
(Form 

28990 11th 
Res 

Hussar). 

17/01/1917 
(DOW) 38 

Puchevillers 
British 

Cemetery,    
VII. F. 22. 

Horncastle, 
Lincs. 

Cpl MUNROE RODERICK 12360 17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

South Shields, 
Durham. 

Private PARKER CLIFFORD 27092 17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Mirfield, Yorks. 

Private RAWLINGS WILLIAM 

33547 
(Form 

32107 11th 
Res 

Hussar). 

17/01/1917 
(KIA)  

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Tottenham, 
London. 

Sgt RICHMOND FRED 7435 17/01/1917 
(KIA) 30 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Leeds 

Private TURLEY CHARLES 20258 17/01/1917 
(KIA) 18 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Dudley, 
Worcester.  

Private WEARING W 7944 17/01/1917 
(DOW)  

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery, I. 
F. 64. 

Northleigh, 
Witrey, 

Oxfordshire. 

Private CAMPS CHARLES 33341 18/01/1917 
(KIA) 22 

Thiepval 
Memorial 
Pier and 

Face 3 A and 
3 D. 

Swaffham Fen, 
Cambs. 
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Private WHEELER ** W 

    33359 
(Form 4404 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

18/01/1917 
(DOW)  

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XXI. B. 10. 

Mildmay Park, 
London. 

Private FINNESSAY M 11245 20/01/1917 
(DOW)  

Puchevillers 
British 

Cemetery, V. 
A. 20. 

South Bank, 
Yorks. 

Private ALLGOOD * ALEXANDER 

33329 
(Form 4345 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

24/01/1917 
(DOW) 20 

Puchevillers 
British 

Cemetery, V. 
A. 29.  

Bluntisham, 
Hunts. 

Private WILLIAMS T 

41708 
(Form 

160571 
R.F.A) 

25/01/1917 
(DOW) 32 

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery,    
XXI. C. 12. 

Llanbrynmair, 
Wales. 

    
A/Sgt TEATE F 

33502 
(Form 3588 

10th 
Hussars) 

30/01/1917 
(DOW) 37 

Puchevillers 
British 

Cemetery, V. 
A. 12. 

Great Staughton, 
Kimbolton. 

Private BROWN JOHN 12577 13/02/17 
(DOW) 20 

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XXI. E. 3A. 

 

Crossgate, 
Durham 

Private DENT PERCY 

33539 
(Form 

31521 11th 
Res Cav ) 

23/03/17 
(DOW) 26 

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery,  I. 
J. 52. 

Barton, Lincs 

Private BELL ERNEST 

33277 
(Form 3084 

York 
Hussars) 

27/03/17 
(KIA)  

Varennes 
Military 

Cemetery,  I. 
J. 60. 

 

Private HOWARD JAMES 11264 02/04/17 
(KIA) 25 

Henin 
Communal 
Cemetery 
Extension,  
II. D. 21. 

Sunderland 

Private PATTERSON JAMES 17093 05/04/17 
(KIA) 39 

Arras 
Memorial 

Bay 5. 

New 
Washington, Co. 

Durham. 

Private FENWICK JOHN 11627 09/04/17 
(KIA)  

Bucquoy 
Road 

Cemetery, 
Special 

Memorial 15. 

 

Private CAYGILL THOMAS 

45346 
(Form 

5/41822 80th 
T.R Batt). 

24/04/17 
(KIA) 39 

Arras 
Memorial 

Bay 5. 

Highgate, 
Kendal. 

Private DAWSON PERCY 20237 25/04/17 
(DOW) 19 

Warlincourt 
Halte British 
Cemetery, X. 

D. 4. 

Middlesbrough. 

Private PRYCE WALTER 12428 02/05/17 
(DOW)  

Hermies  
British 

Cemetery, E. 
6. 
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Private HANNAN ALBERT 30811 03/05/17 
(DOW)  

Hermies  
British 

Cemetery, E. 
7. 

 

Private COSTELLO JAMES 

41630 
(Form 

160615 
R.F.A) 

05/05/17 
(KIA)  

Hermies  
British 

Cemetery, B. 
16. 

 

Private SHAW JOHN 38246 05/05/17 
(KIA)  

Hermies  
British 

Cemetery, E. 
4. 

 

Private BURGESS ROBERT 

41726 
(Form 
62787 
R.F.A) 

06/05/17 
(DOW)  

Grevillers 
British 

Cemetery,    
IV. B. 12. 

 

Private ROBINSON CHARLES 38349 06/05/17 
(DOW) 21 

Grevillers 
British 

Cemetery,    
IV. A. 1. 

Linthorpe, 
Middlesbrough. 

Private BREWSTER JOHN 22867 09/06/17 
(DOW) 37 

Lijssenthoek 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XIV. H. 1. 

Lockton, 
Pickering. 

A/Sgt SHAW RUSSELL 

19051 
(Form 

19722 Yorks 
L.I) 

10/06/17 
(KIA) 29 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33. 

Unstone, 
Sheffield. 

Private LESLIE ALEXANDER 39362 17/06/17 
(DOW)  

Bailleul 
Communal 
Cemetery 
Extension, 
III. D. 34. 

 

Private GIFFORD EARNEST 

33419 
(Form 4558 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

19/06/17 
(KIA) 26 

Derry House 
Cemetery No 

2, I. A. 14. 

Cottenham, 
Cambs. 

Private HOLMES FRED 38166 19/06/17 
(KIA)  

Derry House 
Cemetery No 

2, I. A. 13. 

Wilsden, 
Bradford. 

Private POPE JOSEPH 38746 19/06/17 
(DOW)  

Wulverghem-
Lindenhoek 

Road Military 
Cemetery, 
III. B. 15. 

 

Private GARRY JOHN 243258 26/06/17 
(KIA) 39 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Fence Houses, 
Co. Durham. 

Private WAITES REGINALD 

41701 
(Form 

160672 
R.F.A) 

07/07/17 
(DOW) 32 

Bailleul 
Communal 
Cemetery 
Extension, 
III. D. 245. 

Cardiff. 

Private WEBB HARRY 

41770 
(Form 

174442 
R.F.A) 

15/07/17 
(DOW)  

St. Sever 
Cemetery 

Extension, P. 
II. E. 2B.  

Southchurch, 
Southend-on-

Sea. 

Private CARRICK TOM 28402 10/08/17 
(DOW) 24 

Brandhoek 
New Military 
Cemetery, 

III. F. 9.  

Topcliffe, Thirsk, 
Yorks. 
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Private BEDDOES RICHARD 

41623 
(Form 

160604 
R.F.A) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 37 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Little Stretton, 
Salop 

Private BENNETT JOHN 20916 14/08/17 
(KIA) 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private BEST ROBERT 26844 14/08/17 
(KIA) 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private BOND WILLIAM 

41625 
(Form 
16064 
R.F.A) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
Stockport. 

Private BRECKON FREDERICK 39275 14/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
Middlesbrough. 

Private BROWN JOHN 39341 14/08/17 
(KIA) 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

L/Cpl BROWN WILLIAM 14309 14/08/17 
(KIA) 23 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Jarrow-on-Tyne. 

Private BRYAN CHARLES 
33400 (3124 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 30 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Bainton, 
Stamford. Lincs. 

Private CARDY SYDNEY 
40721 
(26660 

Essex Regt) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
Barking, Essex. 

Private CHILDS SAMUEL 

40486 
(Form 
31876 

Leicester 
Regt) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 32 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
Leicester. 

Private COWDELL SAMUEL 

40944 
(Form 5368 
Leicester 

Regt) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 39 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private DENTON JOHN 

18421 
(Form 

19199 York 
L.I)

14/08/17 
(KIA) 28 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private EARL WALTER 

41637 
(Form 

160562 
R.F.A) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private HAMMOND WILFRED 

33515 
(Form 

32073 11th 
Res 

Hussars) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
West Hartlepool. 

Private HARVEY ALFRED 25299 14/08/17 
(KIA) 25 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Drinkstone, Bury 
St. Edmund's. 

Private KIRK JOHN 28143 14/08/17 
(KIA) 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Private MYERS THOMAS 38181 14/08/17 
(KIA) 29 

Ypres Town 
Cemetery 
Extension, 
III. G. 20.

Great 
Broughton, 
Stokesley, 

Yorks. 
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Private PETTINGER ARTHUR 39246 14/08/17 
(KIA) 23 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Stockton-on-
Tees. 

A/Cpl RILEY SAM 12133 14/08/17 
(KIA) 31 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
 

L/Cpl SMALES WALTER 38693 14/08/17 
(KIA) 24 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Deptford, 
Sunderland. 

Private SMITH  * GEORGE 38272 14/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Bridge End, 
Hexham, 

Northumberland. 

Private SMITH WILLIAM 

33308 
(Form 4112 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

14/08/17 
(KIA) 34 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Winfarthing, 
Diss, Norfolk. 

Private SPIELL HERBERT 12923 14/08/17 
(KIA)  

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
 

Private STRICKLAND ALBERT 38270 14/08/17 
(KIA) 39 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
Scarborough. 

L/Cpl WALTON JOHN 19677 14/08/17 
(KIA)  

Tyne Cot 
Memorial, 

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

 

Private WISE WILLIAM 3/16344 14/08/17 
(KIA) 39 

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 

Esplanade, 
Redcar. 

A/Cpl BARNETT W 28133 15/08/17 
(KIA)  

Essex Farm 
Cemetery, 
III. C. 37. 

 

Private HUTCHINSON WILLIAM 28396 15/08/17 
(DOW) 22 

Dozinghem 
military 

cemetery, III. 
C. 10  

Middleton-in-
Teesdale. 

Private JOHNSON WALTER 18277 15/08/17 
(KIA) 40 

Essex Farm 
Cemetery, 
III. C. 38. 

Holgate Rd., 
York. 

Private WALTERS T 

41619 
(Form 

162022 
R.F.A) 

15/08/17 
(KIA)  

Tyne Cot 
Cemetery, 
LXII. C. 14. 

 

Private SWALLOW FRANK 

33550 
(Form 

31186 11th 
Res 

Hussars) 

15/08/17 
(DOW)  

Ypres (Menin 
Gate), Panel 

33 
 

Private WINSPEAR HARRY 

33299 
(Form 2932 

York 
Hussars) 

16/08/17 
(DOW) 27 

Dozinghem 
military 

cemetery, III. 
C. 13. 

Easingwold, 
York. 

Private PHILLIPS FRANK 39359 18/08/17 
(DOW) 28 

Dozinghem 
military 

cemetery, IV. 
C. 21. 

Walthamstow, 
London. 

Private RUTTER SAMUEL 8161 18/08/17 
(DOW) 35 

Mendinghem 
Military 

Cemetery, 
III. F. 15. 

Grantham. 
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Private ELLIS FRANK 20500 19/08/17 
(DOW) 

Brandhoek 
New Military 
Cemetery No 
3, II. G. 10. 

Pontefract, 
Yorks. 

Private RICHARDSON GORDON 201270 19/08/17 
(DOW) 19 

Mendinghem 
Military 

Cemetery, 
III. F. 36.

Baldersby, 
Ripon, Yorks. 

Private OLDRIDGE ARTHUR 28386 20/08/17 
(DOW) 33 

Mendinghem 
Military 

Cemetery, 
IV. F. 25.

Eastsandgate, 
Scarborough. 

Cpl FERNER (DCM) ALFRED 10278 21/08/17 
(DOW) 21 

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XXIV. A. 4.

London. 

Private BUTLER WILLIAM 

42260 
(Form 

183424 
R.F.A) 

23/08/17 
(DOW) 35 

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XXII. Q. 8A.

Crookham 
Common, Berks 

Private SHUTTLEWORTH JAMES 

33525 
(Form 

32115 11th 
Res 

Hussars 
Rgt) 

24/08/17 
(DOW) 20 

Dozinghem 
military 

cemetery, III. 
H. 15.

Clover Hill, 
Halifax, Yorks. 

Private ACKROYD WALTER 241736 27/08/17 
(KIA) 38 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Middlesbrough. 

L/Cpl BETTS WILLIAM 
40553 
(Form 

31676 D.L.I) 

27/08/17 
(DOW) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private BROADBENT W H 
33278 

(Form 3499 
York Hus) 

27/08/17 
(DOW) 

Etaples 
Military 

Cemetery, 
XXV. N. 8A.

Captain DERRICK JOHN L 27/08/1917 
(KIA) 27 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Cheltenham 

Private FEARNSIDE ALBERT 38222 27/08/17 
(KIA) 19 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Bradford. 

Private KELLY JOHN 8513 27/08/17 
(KIA) 38 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Middlesbrough. 

L/Sgt LEE ANDREW 17123 27/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private LORD WILLIAM 

41103 
(Form 

26677 Nth 
Staff Regt) 

27/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 
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Private McNAMARA ARTHUR 

41668 
(Form 

160837 
R.F.A) 

27/08/17 
(KIA) 28 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Brook's Bar, 
Manchester. 

Private McROY JAMES 15565 27/08/17 
(KIA) 23 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Monkwearmouth, 
Sunderland. 

Private MOLYNEUX SAMUEL 

41673 
(Form 

160703 
R.F.A) 

27/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Cpl RICHMOND THOMAS 19039 27/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private SMEATHAM JOHN 38663 27/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private MITCHELL EDWIN 28559 28/08/17 
(KIA) 26 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Grove Hill, 
Middlesbrough. 

Private SMITH PERCY 38812 29/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private TUPMAN ROBERT 201379 29/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private BURTON CECIL 

40709 
(Form 
28059 

York’s L.I) 

29/08/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Sgt HIGGINS CHARLES 15228 25/09/17 
(KIA) 30 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Hungate, York. 

Private WRIGHT SYDNEY 27901 25/09/17 
(KIA) 27 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,  

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Little Ellingham, 
Attleborough, 

Norfolk 

Private CALLAGHAN MARTIN 45758 26/09/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private HARRISON JAMES 18815 26/09/17 
(DOW) 32 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Seaham Harbour 

Cpl HILL W 10736 26/09/17 
(KIA) 

Bedford 
House 

Cemetery, 
Enclosure 
No.4 XI. A. 

34.
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L/Cpl JEFFERSON GEORGE 14492 26/09/17 
(KIA) 22 

Bedford 
House 

Cemetery, 
Enclosure 
No.4 XI. A. 

14. 

Downholme, 
Richmond, 

Yorks. 

Private RADFORTH HENRY 38225 26/09/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private CONSTABLE LEONARD 
33420 

(Form 4587 
Staff Regt) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 20 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Sutton, Ely, 
Cambs. 

Private CRIMLISK HAROLD 

41738 
(Form 

174516 
R.F.A) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 20 

Cement 
House 

cemetery,    
IV. C. 16.

Filey, Yorks 

Private CULSHAW ISAAC 

41645 
(Form 

162186 
R.F.A) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 32 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Liverpool 

Private DAVIS F 

41887 
(Form 
62104 
R.F.A) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 

Poelcapelle 
British 

Cemetery, 
XLV. D. 4.

A/Cpl DOYLE RICHARD 3/8437 27/09/17 
(KIA) 42 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

2nd Lt DUDDELL *** ARNOLD 

    3rd Bn, 
South 

Staffordshire 
Regiment 
(Attached) 

27/09/17 
(DOW) 20 

Bard Cottage 
Cemetery,    
III. H. 23.

Tettenhall, 
Wolverhampton. 

Private DUVAL HERBERT 

41636 
(Form 

160708 
R.F.A) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private EARLY JOHN 12809 27/09/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private HAW HENRY 20312 27/09/17 
(KIA) 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Private HODGSON FRED 

29677 
(Form 

31018 Nott’s 
& Derby 

Regt) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 24 

Poelcapelle 
British 

Cemetery, 
XLV. D. 12.

Birch Vale, 
Stockport. 

A/Cpl KNIGHT H 20505 27/09/17 
(KIA) 

Poelcapelle 
British 

Cemetery, 
XLV. D. 1.

CSM McEVOY JOSEPH 6926 27/09/17 
(KIA) 38 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Bradford. 
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Private MOSS WILLIAM 

41284 
(Form 
98913 
RAMC) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 38 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

 

Private NEEDHAM FREDERICK 

41375 
(Form 8001 
West York 

Regt) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 27 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Harrogate. 

Private PAYNE FREDERICK 

33394 
(Form 2381 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

27/09/17 
(KIA)  

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

 

Private POND H 

33319 
(Form 4215 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

27/09/17 
(DOW) 41 

Dozinghem 
Military 

cemetery, V. 
F. 2.  

Exning Rd., 
Newmarket. 

Private PRINCE T 
40592 

(Form 1428 
Yorks L.I) 

27/09/17 
(DOW)  

Dozinghem 
Military 

cemetery, V. 
E. 21. 

 

Private ROBINSON J 26562 27/09/17 
(KIA)  

Cement 
House 

cemetery, IV. 
C. 17. 

 

Private ROPER CLARENCE 202396 27/09/17 
(KIA)  

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

 

Private STEPHENSON H 39133 27/09/17 
(DOW) 20 

Mendinghem 
Military 

Cemetery, 
VII. A. 22. 

Easingwold, 
York. 

Private STEWARD * ROBERT 241169 27/09/17 
(KIA) 19 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

41 Olympia 
Cottages, Barlby 

Rd., Selby, 
Yorks. 

Private WHITEHORN G 

33430 
(Form 2626 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

27/09/17 
(KIA)  

Poelcapelle 
British 

Cemetery, 
XLV. D. 9. 

 

Private WILKINSON JONATHAN 27250 27/09/17 
(KIA) 27 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Ferryhill Station, 
Co. Durham. 

L/Cpl WINTER EDWIN 

41714 
(Form 
16038 
R.F.A) 

27/09/17 
(KIA) 27 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Newport, Mon. 

Private WOOD ARTHUR 45833 27/09/17 
(KIA) 23 

Tyne Cot 
Memorial,    

Panel 52 to 
54 and 162A. 

Horden, Co. 
Durham. 

Private ARKSEY HAROLD 241143 29/09/17 
(DOW) 19 

Wimereux 
Communal 
Cemetery,    
VI. B. 22. 

Bridlington, 
Yorks. 

Private BRADNAM ERNEST 

33415 
(Form 4556 

Suffolk 
Regt) 

29/09/17 
(DOW) 28 

Mendinghem 
Military 

Cemetery, 
VI. F. 29. 

Withersfield, 
Newmarket. 
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Private FORSTER WILLIAM 12985 29/09/17 
(DOW) 29 

Dozinghem 
Military 

cemetery, 
VII. F. 16.

Grangetown, 
Sunderland. 

* A Coy

**B Coy 

 ***C Coy     

KIA-Killed in action 

DOW-Died of wounds 

R.F.A-Royal Field Artillery 

D.L.I-Durham Light Infantry
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Cpl William Clamp VC 
 

An extract from "The London Gazette," No. 30433, dated 18th Dec., 1917, 
records the following:-"For most conspicuous bravery when an advance 
was being checked by intense machine-gun fire from concrete blockhouses 
and by snipers in ruined buildings. Corporal Clamp dashed forward with two 
men and attempted to rush the largest blockhouse. His first attempt failed 
owing to the two men with him being knocked out, but he at once collected 
some bombs, and calling upon two men to follow him, again dashed 
forward. He was first to reach the blockhouse and hurled in bombs, killing 
many of the occupants. He then entered and brought out a machine-gun 
and about twenty prisoners, whom he brought back under heavy fire from 
neighbouring snipers. This non-commissioned officer then again went 
forward encouraging and cheering the men, and succeeded in rushing 
several snipers' posts. He continued to display the greatest heroism until he 
was killed by a sniper. His magnificent courage and self-sacrifice was of the 
greatest value and relieved what was undoubtedly a very critical situation.  
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6th Battalion Yorkshire Regiment (Alexandra, Princess 
of Wales) 1st-30th October 1917 deaths. 

 
RANK SURNAME FORNAME SERVICE NUMBER DATE OF 

DEATH AGE MEMORIAL 
/CEMETERY PLACE OF BIRTH/RESIDENCE 

Private BRADBERRY JOHN 28399 1/10/17 
(DOW) 36 

Wimereux 
Comm Cem 

VI.B.25A 
Middleton Tyas,Yorks 

Private 
 

WORTHINGTON 
 

JOHN 
FERGUSON 18284 4/10/17 

(DOW) 30 Dozinghem 
VI.E.2 

Hetton Downs, 
Durham 

Battle of Poelcappelle commences 0500 9/10/1917 

Private 
 

ASHWORTH 
 

GEORGE 18660 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Langley Park/Hordern 

Colliery, Durham 

Private 
 

BARKER 
 

GILBERT 36431 9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 Tyne Cot Wilsey,Bradford. 

A/Cpl CLAMP (VC) WILLIAM 
42537 (Form 
1889 Scots 

Rifles) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 26 Tyne Cot Flemington, 

Motherwell 

A/Cpl 
 

CLAPHAM 
 

THOMAS 22908 9/10/17 
(KIA) 23 Tyne Cot Holme-on-Spalding-

Moor 

Private COCKS CHARLES A 
33279 (Form 
3555, Yorks 

Hussars) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 

Cement Hse 
Cem 

XII. A. 2. 

Rousham,Oxford/Gate 
Helmsley 

Private COCKCROFT ARTHUR 
33536 (Form 
32059 11th 

Cavalry Reserve) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 Tyne Cot Hebden Bridge,Yorks 

Private COTTERILL ARCHIBALD 

33686 (Form 
20/1699 

Northumberland 
Fus) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot Alnwick 

L/Cpl 
 

COX 
 

WALTER 41740 (Form 
161220 R.F.A) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Macclesfield, 

Cheshire 

Private 
 

CRAIG 
 

JOHN 3/7998 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Burley/Leeds 

L/Cpl 
 

DALTON 
 

CHARLES 
W 7415 9/10/17 

(KIA) 31 Tyne Cot Marlow,Bucks 

Private 
 

DEAN 
 

HERBERT D 41743 (Form 
161211 R.F.A) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 26 Tyne Cot Shear Brow,Blackburn 

Private 
 

DIXON 
 

ARTHUR 13691 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Hull/Scarborough 

Private DOBBY BEN 
42730 (Form 
3812 West 

Riding Regt) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 25 Tyne Cot Gargrave,Leeds 

Private 
 

DUXBURY 
 

JOE K 25451 9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 Tyne Cot Hunslet,Leeds 

2nd LT 
 

EADE 
 

AYLMER  9/10/17 
(KIA) 25 Cement Hse 

Cem VII.E.7 
Aycliffe Vicarage, 

Darlington 
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Private 
 

ERRINGTON 
 

THOMAS 18673 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot West Cornforth/ 

Hordern 

LT FIRTH HAROLD  9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Poelcapelle 

Cem XLIV.E.16 Keighley,Yorks 

2nd LT 
 

GALTRY 
 

RAYMOND  9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot ? 

Private 
 

HEMPSEED 
 

JOHN 26684 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Thornaby/ 

Thornaby on Tees 

Private 
 

HOGG 
 

ANDREW 45837 9/10/17 
(KIA) 30 Tyne Cot Easington,Co Durham 

Private 
 

HUGHES 
 

PETER 38443 9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot Strauton, 

West Hartlepool 

Private 
 

JARVIS 
 

PERCY 39018 9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 Tyne Cot Copmanthorphe, 

York 

Private KELLY EDWARD 15195 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? 

Bedford House 
Cem Enc No 4 

XIV.AA.28 
Ushaw Moor,Durham 

Private 
 

KIRBY 
 

HENRY H 240271 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Grimsby,  Lincs 

L/Cpl 
 

LARVIN 
 

GEORGE E 
L 9530 9/10/17 

(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Bradford 

Private LORD HARRY 
33348 (Form 
3751 Suffolk 

Regt) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Parkeston/ 

Ipswich 

Private 
 

MARWOOD 
 

HAROLD 45718 9/10/17 
(KIA) 18 Tyne Cot Goods Yard,Thirsk 

Private 
 

McGUIRE 
 

JOSEPH 33254 9/10/17 
(KIA) 23 Tyne Cot Sowerby,Thirsk 

L/Cpl 
 

MILLINGTON 
 

CHARLES 
W 11677 9/10/17 

(KIA) ? Tyne Cot South Bank/ 
Grangetown 

L/Cpl 
 

MINSHULL 
 

THOMAS 202162 9/10/17 
(KIA) 35 Tyne Cot Lower Openshaw, 

Manchester 

Private MOORE HAROLD E 
41674 (Form 

2872 Army Pay 
Corps) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot Herne Hill, London 

L/Cpl MORLEY ERNEST 
29624 (Form 

30676 Notts & 
Derby Regt) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Nottingham/ 

Hyson Green, Notts 

Capt 
 

MYERS 
 

JOHN F  9/10/17 
(KIA) 40 Tyne Cot Northallerton/ 

Otley 

Private 
 

NESBITT 
 

JAMES H 45818 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Seaham Harbour 

Private O'CONNELL WALTER 45765 9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Cement House 

Cem IX.B.14 Middlesbrough 

Private 
 

OVERFIELD 
 

DIXON 41782 (Form 
174599 R.F.A) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 33 Tyne Cot Hunmanby/Filey, 

Yorks 
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Private PACK PERCY 41786 (Form 
194467 R.F.A) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 27 Tyne Cot Walkley,Sheffield 

Sgt PURNELL HERBERT 
W 20754 9/10/17 

(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Leeds 

Private RATCLIFFE GEORGE H 
40756 (Form 
37437 West 
Yorks Regt) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 24 Tyne Cot Lascelles 

Terrace,Leeds 

Private RAWLING JOSEPH 18809 9/10/17 
(KIA) 41 Tyne Cot New Seaham, 

Co Durham 

Private READ JOHN 

33546 (Form 
32184 11th 
Reserve 
Hussars) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Flixborough/ 

Doncaster 

Private ROACH ***** PATRICK 32937 9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot South Bank,Yorks 

Private ROBINSON THOMAS E 
33292 (Form 
2616 Yorks 
Hussars) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Middlesbrough 

Private ROBSHAW JOHN 12190 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Leeds 

Private RYMER ARTHUR 45740 9/10/17 
(KIA) 20 Tyne Cot Goathland,York 

Private SIMPSON JOSEPH 45779 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot South Bank, Yorks 

Private SMITH JOHN W 18038 9/10/17 
(KIA) 31 Tyne Cot Monkwearmouth 

,Sunderland 

Private SMITHSON ** LUKE T 12651 9/10/17 
(KIA) 22 Tyne Cot Hetton-le-Hole, 

Co Durham 

Private TATE FREDERICK 
J 200763 9/10/17 

(KIA) 18 Tyne Cot Dewsbury Rd,Leeds 

Private WALKER JOHN W 45777 9/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot Gilmonby,Bowes 

Private WARHURST SAMUEL 41736 (Form 
160362 R.F.A) 

9/10/17 
(KIA) 32 Tyne Cot Dunkenfield, 

Cheshire 

Private WATTS CHARLES 45815 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Newcastle 

2nd LT WELFORD FREDERICK 9/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Aldeburgh, Suffolk 

Private WIDD ARTHUR 38229 9/10/17 
(KIA) 28 Tyne Cot Ebberstone/Haxby 

A/Cpl YATES **** LEONARD 18838 9/10/17 
(DOW) 24 Bard Cottage 

Cem III.I.39 Wigan 

Private AARONS HAROLD D 43067 10/10/17 
(KIA) 18 Tyne Cot Canonbury Park 

South, London 
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Private BARBER H R 38217 10/10/17 
(DOW) ? Dozinghem 

VIII.G.9 Bradford 

Private BARNES JOHN H 204304 10/10/17 
(KIA) 25 Tyne Cot Burnley 

Private DAVEY** SIDNEY 14558 10/10/17 
(KIA) 27 Tyne Cot Pitsmoor, 

Sheffield 

Private DEVINE FRANK 
33687 (Form 245 
Northhumberland 

Fus) 

10/10/17 
(KIA) 24 Tyne Cot Newcastle-on-Tyne 

Private FORSTER THOMAS E 45759 10/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Gateshead 

Private GARRETT WILLIAM 44968 10/10/17 
(KIA) 39 Tyne Cot Gateshead 

L/Cpl HOPE ALFRED W 
33240 (Form 

2720 York 
Hussars) 

10/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot York 

Private LODGE WILLIAM 38169 10/10/17 
(KIA) 34 Tyne Cot Huddersfield 

Private LYONS FREDERICK 39118 10/10/17 
(KIA) 21 Tyne Cot Gateshead 

Private MOORE JOSEPH 45778 10/10/17 
(KIA) 23 Tyne Cot Guisborough, Yorks 

Sgt MORRIS THOMAS 9565 10/10/17 
(KIA) 25 Tyne Cot Richmond, Yorks 

Private PARISH BERT 41682 (Form 
159842 R.F.A 

10/10/17 
(DOW) ? Minty Farm 

I.E.10
Smethwick, 
Birmingham 

Private RILEY JOHN W 41787 (Form 
185035 R.F.A) 

10/10/17 
(KIA) 38 Tyne Cot Walkley, Sheffield 

Private SHIPLEY TOM E 38282 10/10/17 
(KIA) 19 Tyne Cot Stockton-on-Tees 

Private SIMPSON RAYMOND 38304 10/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Stockton-on-Tees 

Private TERRY** ALBERT 41795 (Form 
185073 R.F.A) 

10/10/17 
(KIA) 35 Tyne Cot Wolverhampton 

Private THORNHILL ARTHUR 38264 10/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Richmond 

Private TODD WILSON 45762 10/10/17 
(KIA) ? Tyne Cot Helmsley, Yorks 

Private URWIN JERRETT 
44139 (Form 

20023 Durham 
Light Infantry) 

10/10/17 
(KIA) 27 Tyne Cot South Shields 

Private WILKINSON SAMUEL 18102 10/10/17 
(DOW) 26 Mendinghem 

VI.C.45
Hetton-Le-Hole, Co 

Durham 
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Battle of Poelcappelle ceases 0330 11/10/1917

L/Cpl HOLMES JOHN 
WATSON 202185 11/10/17 

(DOW) 20 Longuenesse(St 
Omer) IV.E.39 Crewe 

Sgt MOORCROFT ARTHUR 
THOMAS 

40509 (Form 
54982, Leicester 

Rgt) 

11/10/17 
(DOW) 25 Dozinghem 

XII.J.8 Nottingham 

Private PEARSE JOHN 
GEORGE 

41785 (Form 
174469 R.F.A) 

11/10/17 
(DOW) ? Dozinghem 

XII.J.5 Tow Law, Durham 

Private GOSNEY G 41752 (Form 
174456 R.F.A) 

12/10/17 
(DOW) 20 Dozinghem 

XI.H.16 Sheffield 

Private PURVIS J 17730 14/10/17 
(DOW) ? Mont Huon, Le 

Treport III.N.4B South Shields 

Private JUDE HA 240561 15/10/17 
(DOW) 38 Dozinghem 

X.I.10 Beverly 

Private HOYLE JW 
33543 (Form 11th 
Reserve cavalry 

Rgt) 

16/10/17 
(DOW) 24 Mont Huon, Le 

Treport V.A.6A Huddersfield 

Private MADDOCK A 
41669 (Form 

28952 Nth Staff 
Rgt) 

18/10/17 
(DOW) ? 

Mont Huon, Le 
Treport 

VI.B.14B
Chesterton, Staffs 

Private FARMAN JC 33370 (Form 
4379 Suffolk Rgt) 

22/10/17 
(DOW) ? 

Ipswich old 
cemetery 

BA.I.27 UK 
Ipswich 

Private HOLLINGWORTH C 41763 (Form 
185012 R.F.A) 

30/10/17 
(DOW) ? Mirfield (St 

Marys)5.B9 UK Pontefract 

** B Coy    

**** D Coy  

 ***** Y Coy 

R.F.A-Royal Field Artillery 

KIA-Killed in action 

DOW-Died of wounds 

Note 

Longuenesse & Dozinghem were both used as casualty clearing stations (field hospitals) and the 
men who died 11- 12/10/1917 & 15/10/17 were most probably injured during the battle and 
succumbed to their wounds at these stations.  



The death maps showing the number of bodies found per grid square by  the body recovery parties after the 
end of the First World War.
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The CWGC cemetery on Passendale ridge, north of the village. 

PART SEVENTEEN 

Visit
Belgium and the third Battle of Ypres 

Lisa and I visited Belgium and France from the 26th October – 1st November 
2014. As well as visiting the Poelkapelle and Leper (Ypres) areas, we also 
visited Mons, Albert and the Somme as part of our journey, before finally 
rounding off our trip with a visit to Folkton, where Dixon and Margret were 
married, Muston, where Dixon is commemorated on the village war 
memorial and finally to Filey to visit the war memorial and house lived in by 
Dixon, Margaret and Madge……….we also managed to get engaged on 
the green opposite Muston church.. 

Travelling to the continent, accompanied by an earlier copy of this “project”, 
we were able to follow the majority of Dixons movements with the Battalion 
as they moved towards the village of Poelkapelle (Poelcappelle as it was 
known in 1917) and Dixons final engagement and death. 

Along the route we tried to photograph and document as far as physically 
possible, the graves and memorials of Battalion personnel and locations 
mentioned in the Battalion diaries. 

Our first stop after docking in Zeebrugge was the Commonwealth War 
Graves Commission (CWGC) cemetery at Passendale (Passchendaele). 
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After our visit to the immaculately kept cemetery at Passendale, we then 
moved onto the CWGC cemetery at Tyne Cot. This cemetery holds the 
burials of 11,956 Commonwealth servicemen (8,369 of which are 
unidentified) and 4 Germans (3 of which are unidentified). 

The cemetery also commemorates nearly 35,000 servicemen who died in 
the Ypres salient area who have no known grave, Private Dixon Overfield 
being amongst the list of names engraved onto panels 52 to 54. 

Panel 52 to 54 and remembrance cross (one of two purchased at Kandahar airfield, 
Afghanistan, the second one being placed beneath the war memorial at Muston, Filey) placed 

beneath it, Tyne Cot cemetery, Belgium. 

Panel 52 to 54 (to the right of the stone bench) and Lisa taking a rubbing off of Dixons 
Memorial, Tyne Cot cemetery, Belgium. 
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After visiting Tyne Cot cemetery we moved towards the village of 
Poelkapelle to find areas and positions as mentioned within the Battalion 
diaries (see map above). Our first stop on this leg was Pheasant farm 
(Pheasant farm cemetery); this was where Dixon Overfields Company (D 

1. View looking down the track from
fork in the road towards Pheasant
farm

2. View looking towards Poelkapelle
from fork in road (Poelkapelle
church spire can be seen in the
centre of the photograph).

3. View looking towards Poelkapelle
from the fork in the road.

4. View looking towards Pheasant farm
across former cemetery site.

5. View looking towards Pheasant farm
from the H.Q of Companies in the
line (position 1 on map on map in
Part 13).

6. View looking towards the H.Q of
Companies position (3rd telegraph
pole on the left of photograph).

Poelkapelle (Poelcappelle) church spire and village as viewed from Tyne Cot cemetery. 

1 

2 

3 

4 5 

6 
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Company, see letter/envelope in Part 5) relieved the Borders Regiment on 
the 7th-8th October 1917 (arrow points show position photo taken from and 
direction). 

Once we had finished exploring the area around Pheasant farm, we then 
proceeded to the edge of the village of Poelkapelle itself. From its eastern 
edge we were able to look south back over to Pheasant farm and the area 
crossed by C & D companies, 6th Battalion, Yorkshire Regiment (page 221, 
photo 5) as they moved forward to attack the Germans within the village.  

We know from the newspaper cuttings in Part 15, and an eyewitness from 
the Battalion who apparently last saw Dixon at the edge of a shell crater 
during the advance, who visited Margaret Overfield after Dixon’s death, that 
he was killed while advancing towards Poelkapelle by an artillery shell that 
fell amongst Dixon and a group of fellow soldiers with disastrous effect. So 
we could assume that Dixon was killed in the fields between the Pheasant 
farm and the village (page 221, photos 2 & 3). 

This area is where the main advance and battle took place on the 9th 
October 1917, and has been completely rebuilt since the end of the war. 
The village and surrounding areas were completely destroyed and 
resembled the cratered surface of the moon rather than a Belgium village 
(see photos in Part 13). 

We then moved back towards the centre of the village where the majority of 
the action took place, and where the attack by the Battalion was halted 
(arrow points show position photo taken from and direction). 

1. Panoramic view of the fork in the road looking
north, this is the position where the Battalion
dug in on 9th Oct (Positions marked 5 & 6 on the
map in Part 13).

2. View looking back towards Poelkapelle centre,
Captain Jawning positioned his H.Q in the area
between the zebra crossing and church
(Position 9 on the map in Part 13).

3. View of the fork in the road from Position 10 on
the map in Part 13, this was as far as the
majority of the Battalion advanced.

4. View looking at Position 10 on the map in Part
13 (road/buildings on the left of the shot). The
dugouts N.W of the Brewery that were
reoccupied by the Germans were in the area to
the right of the trees.

5. View looking N.W back towards Poelkapelle.
The cluster of red roofed buildings in the right
foreground occupies the area of Meunier House
(Position 3 on the map in Part 13).

6. View up the main road through Poelkapelle from
Position 2 on the map in Part 13. Captain
Jawning set up his H.Q in the area just beyond
the shadow cast by the churches shadow
(Position 9 on the map in Part 13).

7. Looking N.E. The 8th Duke of Wellington
Regiments close support moved here (Positions
7 & 8 on the map Part 13). The fork in the road
where the Battalion was halted can be seen in
the distance.

8. Looking S.E towards Position 2 on the map in
Part 13 (area to the right of the yellow VW
Beetle).
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1 
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6 
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8 
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After visiting the northern part of the village, we returned back to the centre 
of Poelkapelle to visit the Tank Memorial Ypres Salient that is placed at the 
village’s central crossroads. 

As can be seen from the inscription on the memorial plaque, eight tanks 
were utilised for the battle on the 9th October 1917, but all were either 
destroyed or sank in the Flanders mud (which is partly ironic as Tank 
design and requirement were driven by the admiralty and often referred to 
as land ships). The operations diary for 7th – 10th October (page 2) 
mentions that the tanks were unable to assist/cooperate in the assault to 
take the brewery due to weather conditions. 

The Tank Memorial Ypres Salient 
plaque, Poelkapelle, Belgium 

The Tank Memorial Ypres Salient, with the 
Guynemer Memorial in the background 

(Georges Guynemer was a French fighter 
ace who was killed near the village 11th 

September 1917). 
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We then drove back through the village to visit the CWGC cemetery on the 
outskirts of Poelkapelle. This cemetery contains 7,479 commonwealth 
burials or commemorations, 6,230 of the burials being unidentified. 

One of the identified burials within the cemetery belongs to Lieutenant 
Harold Firth (see Part 16), 6th Battalion, Yorkshire Regiment, who was killed 
in action the same day as Dixon (along with eighty four other Battalion 
personnel). 

Three knocked tanks in Poelkapelle 
(translated text reads; English destroyed 
tanks in the village Poelkapelle shortly 

after an attack. 4
 

Tank D29 Damon II in its position after the 
war on the crossroads next to the 

Guynemer Memorial (Georges Guynemer 
was a French fighter ace who was killed 
near the village 11th September 1917).4

Three photographs of tank D29 Damon II. The first photograph on the left shows the tank still 
positioned in the deep shell crater that it slipped into on the 9th October 1917. The following two 

photographs show D29 once it had been moved from the crater and repositioned. These photos were 
taking by German soldiers post their occupation of Belgium during World War Two (the Germans 

removed the tank in 1941 to be melted down for their war effort). 4
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After our visit to the cemetery at Poelkapelle, we then drove the short 
distance to Cement House cemetery, Langemark, (see map on page 227) 
as a number of Battalion personnel are buried here who were also killed 
during the battle (Private Harold Crimlisk who enlisted with Dixon and was 
killed 27th September 1917 is also buried here) on the 9th October 1917. 

The grave of Lt Firth, plot 
XLIV.E.16, Poelcapelle

British cemetery.

A row of unidentified burials in Poelcapelle British 
cemetery. The majority of the graves within the cemetery 

date from the last five months of 1917, October in particular. 

Poelkapelle as viewed from 
Poelcapelle British cemetery. 

The CWGC memorial cross at 
Poelcapelle British cemetery with a 

Royal British Legion cross left in 
remembrance. 
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Pheasant farm 

Poelkapelle 

Cement House cemetery 

The graves of (from left to right) Private C.A Cocks, Private W O’Connell and 2nd  Lt

A Eade, 6th Battalion,Yorkshire Regiment, Cement House cemetery, 
Langemark. All three were killed in action on the 9th October 1917. 

Cement House cemetery, Langemark. 
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Once we had finished our visit to Cement House cemetery, we then moved 
onto Goumier farm (referred to as Gournier farm in the Battalion diary dated 
for August, September and October 1917). 

This farm (along with Rudolph farm) was passed by Dixon and the Battalion 
on their way to the formation point at Pheasant farm on the night of the 7th 
October 1917 (see war Diary, Part 13). 

After completing our visit to the area where the Battalion fought on the 9th 
October 1917, we headed back towards Leper to visit more sights linked 
with the First World War (rather than Dixon and the Battalion). Our first stop 
off  was to Essex Farm cemetery. 

Essex Farm cemetery is recognized for two things. The first is containing 
the grave of Rifleman Valentine Joe Strudwick, who at the age of fifteen is 

Poelkapelle 

Pheasant farm 

Steenbeek 

Rudolph farm 

Goumier farm 

1 

1. View looking towards Goumier farm with bunker in foreground.
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one of the youngest British causalities of the First World War (killed 14th 
January 1916). 

Secondly during the Second Battle of Ypres it was the site of a British Army 
Advanced Dressing Station. Here in 1915 (in the back of an ambulance) 
Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae MD penned the famous war poem “In 
Flanders Fields” after attending the burial of his friend Alexis Helmer, and 
noting the poppies that seem to grow in abundance around the freshly dug 
graves. 

 
 

We then moved onto what was once classed as the most dangerous place 
within the whole of the Ypres salient sector during the war, Hellfire Corner. 

During the war, this intersection with the Menin road was an important road 
junction under constant observation by the Germans on the high ground 
around Ypres; subsequently any movement observed by them was rapidly 
and accurately shelled. 

 
 

Essex Farm cemetery, 
Memorial Cross. 

The grave of Rifleman V. 
J. Strudwick.

The British Army Advanced Dressing 
Station at Essex Farm cemetery.  

Hellfire Corner during the First World 
War. Screens were added to avert the 

observations of the Germans. 4

Hellfire Corner 
demarcation stone. 

Hellfire Corner as it looks today 
(picture taken 2014). 
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After travelling around the Ypres salient battlefields, we headed into Ypres 
itself, rather than staying in a branded hotel chain, we elected to stay at the 
Het Houten Paard B&B (highly recommended as well priced and only a 
short walk from the city centre). 

As darkness fell we headed into the city centre to visit the famous Cloth Hall 
and to attend the last post/remembrance ceremony at the Menin gate. 

 
 
 
 
 

Ypres Cloth Hall and Sint-Maartenskathedraal 
(to the right of both photographs) 1917/18. 4

 

Ypres Cloth Hall and Sint-
Maartenskathedraal 2014. 

Three shots of the Menin gate which was unveiled 24th July 1927 by Field Marshall Plumer. The gate 
commemorates 54,900 commonwealth service personnel who died in the salient between the 4th August 1914 and 
15th August 1917 and who have no known grave. It was found that the memorial was not big enough, so a further 
34,888 names of personnel who died  in the salient after this date were added to the memorial wall at Tyne Cot 
cemetery, this includes Private Dixon Overfield and the majority of the men killed in the battle of Poelcappelle. 
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On the morning of day two of the trip we went to visit Hill 60. This hill is 
actually artificial and formed from the spoil of the railway cutting 100 metres 
away. It was the scene of heavy fighting throughout the war, changing 
hands on many occasions, whilst in German occupation two allied mines 
were detonated beneath it, one of which threw debris over 300 feet into the 
air. It was also the location where five V.C’s were won during the First 
World War.

After the war Hill 60 was purchased by the Queen Victoria’s Rifles and the 
battle scarred area fenced in, leaving it relatively undisturbed. The site is 
now owned and maintained by the CWGC and treated as a cemetery due 
to the large amounts dead still buried in the collapsed tunnels beneath it.  

We then headed back into Ypres to visit the Lille gate and cemetery. The 
original towers of this gate date from 1395, this gate being the main 
entrance for British troops into Ypres as the Menin gate entrance was too 
exposed to German observation and the subsequent shell fire. 

The casemates within the ramparts were also used by a Captain Roberts of 
the 12th Battalion the Sherwood Foresters to produce the highly popular 

The memorial erected on Hill 
60 by the ranks of the Queen 
Victoria’s Rifles (the original 

was destroyed by the 
Germans in 1940). 

The entrance to one of 
the many bunkers that 

still litter the site today. 

One of the remaining 
above ground bunkers at 

Hill 60. This part was built 
by the Australians on top 

of a German one. 
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(during the war) Wipers Times newspaper (only 23 editions of this paper 
were ever printed). 

After lunch we then decided to catch the train to Poperinge (referred to as 
Poperinghe during the First World War), and back onto the trail of Dixon 
and the Battalion. Poperinge was visited on several occasions by Dixon and 
the Battalion, the first recorded occasion being on the 12th July 1917 when 
they moved from Houtkerque (France) to Poperinge (Belgium) to board 
trains that would take them to Watten (France), before marching to billets at 
Nort Leulingham  (France) (see Part 10). 

Dixon and the Battalion are recorded as visiting the town of Poperinge 
again on the 30th August 1917 (see Parts 11 and 12), after moving from the 
Ypres area of the frontline. This move was to facilitate reorganisation and 
cleaning up. 

Lille Gate cemetery as viewed 
from just outside the Ypres 

ramparts. 

Lille Gate as viewed at the 
end of the war from just 

outside the Ypres ramparts. 4 

 

Lille Gate as viewed in 2014 
from just outside the Ypres 

ramparts. 

Looking back down the track 
from Poperinge towards 

Ypres. 

The execution memorial at 
Poperinge town hall, at least five 
British soldiers were shot here for 

desertion.   

Hondstraat, Poperinge. 
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During the Battalions stay here they also attended church parades at the 
Soldiers Theatre on the Rue des Chiens (street of dogs) on the 8th and 16th 
of September (see war diary Part 10). After speaking to the very helpful 
people at the tourist information office, we were able to locate a possible 
location for this street (the street name Rue des Chiens no longer exists in 
Poperinge) in the locality of a street called Hondstraat (dog street)(see 
photo page 233).   

We then moved back towards the centre of Poperinge to visit the museum 
situated in Talbot House (or Toc H to give it its First World War title). This 
rest house was started in 1915 by Padre Philip Byard (Tubby) Clayton as a 
place for where soldiers (no matter what rank) could come to be refreshed 
physically and spiritually (a task that it still carries out to this day). 

The Battalion remained in Poperinge until the 24th September when they 
moved by train and foot to Reigersberg camp (see map Part 12). 

We returned to Ypres after our visit, following the same route as which 
Dixon and the Battalion took on the 24th September, it was our intention to 
visit the museum situated within the Cloth Hall, but sadly Angela Merkel and 
the king of Belgium were opening a new memorial in Ypres to 
commemorate the start of the war, so it was off limits………luckily the bars 
weren’t. 

The following day we said goodbye to Ypres and relocated to the Somme 
area of France.  

The front of Talbot House 
(Toc H), Poperinge. 

The chapel on the top floor 
of Talbot House. 

The gardens and rear of 
Talbot House. 
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Basilica of Notre-Dame de 
Brebières, Albert, France.

Basilica of Notre-
Dame de Brebières, 

Albert.

Our first stop off in France, was the town of Albert, we know from the 
Battalion diaries that Dixon and the Battalion were in this town from the 25th 
February 1917 until the 26th February 1917, before moving to Bertrancourt 
(approximately 11 miles away).    

We visited the Musse Somme 1916, which is actually in the vaults under 
the Basilica of Notre-Dame de Brebières. This museum houses numerous 
displays and artefacts relating to the conflict in and around the town.  

After completing our visit to the museum and gardens at Albert, we then 
headed north east towards Pozieres to visit the Lochnagar Crater. This 
mine was detonated at 7:28a.m. 1st July 1916 (the first day of the Battle of 
the Somme) leaving a crater 300ft across and 70ft deep. 

Outside the Musee Somme 1916, 
Basilica of Notre-Dame de 

Brebières, Albert.

Musee Somme 1916, Basilica of Notre-Dame de Brebières, Albert, France.
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Panoramic photograph of the Lochnagar Crater.

Thiepval memorial and cemetery, Theipval, France.

We then drove the short distance from the crater to the Thiepval memorial, 
this memorial is to the missing of the Somme and bears the names of over 
72,000 officers and men of the United Kingdom and South Africa  who died 
before the 20th March 1918 and who have no known grave. It also serves 
as a small cemetery for commonwealth and French graves. 

Our next stop was the Newfoundland Memorial Park at Beaumont Hamel. 
This park was purchased by the then government of Newfoundland as a 
memorial to all of the soldiers and sailors of Newfoundland. Within its 
boundaries are a number of commonwealth memorials, cemeteries, as well 
as preserved trench lines. 

 
 

Panoramic view of the Newfoundland Memorial Park as viewed from the allied lines looking over no 
mans land towards the German frontlines (tree line in the distance), Beaumont Hamel, France.
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The Caribou-the 
emblem of the Royal 

Newfoundland 
Regiment.

The preserved first and second line allied trenches at the 
Newfoundland Memorial Park, Beaumont Hamel.

Barbed wire stakes still in the 
same position as placed on 
the battlefield during the 

First World War.

Y Ravine cemetery (366 
burials), Newfoundland 

Memorial Park, Beaumont 
Hamel.

 

The 51st Highlander 
Division memorial, Y 

Ravine, Newfoundland 
Memorial Park, Beaumont 

Hamel.

Y Ravine (German trench 
system), Newfoundland 

Memorial Park, Beaumont 
Hamel.

 

Trench system Y Ravine, 
Newfoundland Memorial 
Park, Beaumont Hamel.

Hunters cemetery (46 
burials in what was a large 
shell hole), Newfoundland 

Memorial Park.
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Once our visit to the Somme battlefields was over, we headed to our next 
night stop in the Hotel De L’Univers, Arras, France.  

The city of Arras was approximately 10 km away from the front line during 
the majority of the First World War, though the city did fall into German 
hands briefly in 1914. During the war it was so heavily damaged that up to 
three quarters of it had to be rebuilt at great expense. 

The next morning we drove the short (cross country and slightly 
interesting…..even with a SatNav) distance to visit St Symphorien Military 
cemetery, Mons. 

This cemetery was actually established by the German Army during the 
First World War and contains the final resting place of both German and 
British casualties from the Battle of Mons. 

 
 

Hotel De L’Univers, Arras, France. Les Boves, Place des Heros, Arras, France.

German graves, St Symphorien 
Military cemetery, Mons, 

France 

The heavily decorated graves 
of Privates Parr (left) and 

Ellison (right), the first and 
last British victims of the war, 
separated by no more than 20 

feet. Mons, France. 

The British memorial cross in the 
foreground and German 

equivalent behind it (the soldiers 
at the rear of the shot were 

German soldiers practicing for a 
parade to commemorate the start 

of the conflict.
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Nimy Railway Bridge, this photo 
is taken from the direction of the 
German attack over the bridge 
(Belfry Tower in Mons can be 

seen to the right of centre of the 
photograph). 

The cemetery contains the burials of 229 commonwealth and 284 German 
servicemen, including Private J Parr of the Middlesex Regiment, who was 
the first British soldier killed during the conflict. It also contains the burial of 
Private G Ellison of the Royal Irish Lancers who was killed on the 11th 
November 1918, this being the last British combat casualty of the war.    

After we had explored the cemetery at St Symphorien, we then moved to 
the outskirts of the city of Mons itself. 

The opening and closing shots of the First World War were fired in the 
areas surrounding the city of Mons; along with this accolade it was also the 
location of the first awarded British Victoria Crosses of the war. 

These medals were won by Lt M.J. Dease. V.C (posthumously) and Private 
S.F. Godley. V.C 4th Battalion, Royal Fusilers for the defence of Nimy 
Railway Bridge on the 23rd August 1914. This defence failed eventually, but 
not before Private Godley had held the advancing Germans off long 
enough for his fellow fusiliers to escape. 

After our visit to the bridge was complete we headed into the city of Mons 
itself to explore this beautiful city on foot (after eventually navigating 
another European cities mental one way system).  

Beneath the current Nimy 
Railway Bridge (the bridge was 
blown up in 1940 by the French 

and again in 1944 by the 
Germans). 

A close up of the 
memorial to Lt 
Dease. V.C and 

Private Godley. V.C. 
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Inside Lille cathedral. Grand’ Palace. Lille. Lille war memorial. 

It was time to hit the road again to head towards our final European night 
stop of our trip; the next destination was to be Lille. 

We arrived late in the afternoon, and after several circuits of the city and its 
large collection of tramps, we finally managed to find our hotel in the centre 
of town. 

After our overnight stop in Lille, it was time to head home via the Belgium 
city of Bruges, Belgium for one final bit of exploring. 

A close up of the plaque to 
the Canadian Corps who 

fired the last shots of the war 
from Mons. 

Mons town hall and Belfry Tower to the left as viewed 
from the Grand’ Place, Mons. 
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Church of St John the 
Evangelist, Folkton, 

Yorkshire. 

Once our visit was complete, it was time to catch our ferry from Zeebrugge 
to Hull to continue the trail of Dixon in the area where he was born, raised 
and married. 

We arrived back into Hull on a crisp November morning after a quiet night 
crossing.  

After leaving the ferry, we headed through Hull to follow the coast road up 
to Folkton, East Yorkshire, where Dixon married Margaret Louise Dale on 
the 4th August 1914.  

It was also at this church where Margaret played the church organ (see Part 
1). 

We explored the area around the church to see if we could find a grave that 
dated to around the time that Dixon and Margaret were married (see Part 
1), but sadly no graves from that period were seen (several of the 

Photographs from around Bruges, Belgium. 

The Humber and Humber 
Bridge as viewed from the 

ferry. 

Church of St John the 
Evangelist, Folkton, 

Yorkshire. 
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The war memorial where the second memorial cross from Afghanistan was placed (and future Mrs 
Wheeler). 

All Saints church, Muston, Yorkshire. 

The panel containing Dixons 
name, Filey War Memorial. 

gravestones leading to the church were in a poor condition due to being 
heavily weathered).  

Our next destination was the village of Muston. The village churchyard 
contains the war memorial where Dixon Overfield is commemorated 
(incorrectly stating that he was killed in France rather than Belgium)…....we 
also happened to get engaged on the green opposite too. 

After our visit to Muston, our final stop before heading home to Riccall was 
to Filey itself to visit the house where my grandmother and her parents 
once lived, Filey Primitive Methodists church and the war memorial…….and 
to also get chips. 

Outside 5 Carlton road, 
Filey at the end of our 

trip. 

The Primitive Methodist church, 
Filey (now flats). This church is 
a short walk from Dixons house. 
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So there ended our journey to trace the path (as far as possible) followed 
by Dixon and the 6th Battalion, Yorkshire Regiment during the First World 
War, especially the period around Dixons death on the 9th October 1917. 

We were extremely lucky as we had good weather, superb 
accommodation, food and no major traumas navigating (assisted by 
SatNav) around the villages, towns and cities of northern Europe…….apart 
from Lille. 

The purpose of our trip (six days) was investigate a part of our family 
history to show future generations of our families the ultimate sacrifice 
made by Dixon and the men of the Battalion. In the end we discovered the 
sacrifice made by men and women, of all ages and nationalities. 

Possibly one day someone will use this project to follow in our footsteps 
and discover the sights that we saw, and feel the emotions of travelling to 
these places once decimated beyond recognition by the actions of war. 

The sea of graves shall forever be their testament to the ultimate sacrifice. 
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